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PROBLEM A: 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MARSHALL COUNTY GRADE A MILK PRODUCERS 
AND THEIR FARMS 
A Special Problem in Lieu of Thesis 
In Partial Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for the Degree 
Master of Science 
by 




I. THE SITUATION AND NEED FOR THE SWDY 
Statewide, dairying ranks about fourth in importance as a source 
of agricultural income in Tennessee (20:1).* Annual receipts averaged 
about 85 million dollars for ·the five-year period 1959- 1963. There 
were about 426,000 dairy_ cows in Tennessee in 1963. Average milk produc­
tion per cow in Tennessee that year was 4,700 pounds, while the average 
American cow produced 7,545 pounds. Research has suggested that 
production of less than 6,000 pounds per cow is unprofitable, and that 
cows producing below that amount should be considered for culling and 
possible replacement (13:1). 
Marshall County is located in the south section of Middle 
Tennessee. It is bordered by Lincoln and Giles County to the south, 
Williamson and Rutherford County to the north, Bedford County to the 
east and Maury County to the west. The agriculture of the county is 
rather diversified, with crops and livestock making up 60 percent of 
the income. Dairying ranks first in importance, accounting for 40 per­
cent of the agricultural income in 1960 as compared to the income from 
the sale of cattle and calves, which amounts to 23.3 percent (21 :3_,4). 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the 
Bibliography; those after the colon are page numbers. 
1 
2 
Marshall County has long been noted as one of the leading counties 
in Tennessee in the production of both Grade A milk and manufactured 
milk. Total sales in 1 963 were two million one-hundred and eighty�five 
thousand dollars (2 1:3,4). 
The total number of farms in Marshall County has decreased from 
1,887 in 1954 to 1,626 in 1 959, while the size of the average acreage 
per farm increased from 1 15.2 in 1 954 to 12 9. 1 in 1 959 . During this 
same period, the number of dairy cows decreased from 15,312 to 12,076, 
while the dollar value of milk sales increased eight and one-half per­
cent (2 1:4). 
There are one hundred and twenty-nine Grade A producers selling 
milk in Marshall County at the present time ( 1 966) to nine different 
firms, four of which have headquarters in states other than Tennessee. 
Fifty of these producers belong to one of the three dairy herd testing 
programs operating in the county. These producers have increased their 
production per cow from an average of 7, 186 pounds of milk and 366 pounds 
of butterfat in 1 955:to 10,270 pounds of milk and 395 pounds of butterfat 
in 1965 (3: 1) .  This fact has provided other dairymen in Marshall County 
with an incentive to do a more efficient job; however, other factors 
also have contributed to this increase. The transition to bulk tanks 
also may have encouraged a trend toward larger herds, and influenced 
several small or indifferent producers to go out of business . Also 
increased prices were paid for milk . 
Some statewide milk production problems (5: 16) that have been 
identified include: ( 1) there is a lack of an adequate supply of quality 
3 
feed (especially hay and silage); (2) too few dairymen are using arti­
ficial breeding; (3) most dairymen in Tennessee do not keep adequate 
records; (4) many housing and milking facilities are inadequate and/or 
inefficient; (S) mastitis continues to be a common disease in dairy 
herds throughout the state, and (6) use of two much or too little 
insecticides in the control of .flies and other insect pests poses 
problems of high bacterial count and/or contamination. 
The basis for the identification of the above problems was mainly 
that of observation by county and state Extension staff members. It was 
noted that further research needed to be done in selected crunties to 
learn more concerning milk producers and to try to ascertain which 
recommended production and management practices they were and were not 
using, and why they were or were not using them. Marshall County was 
one of several Tennessee counties participating in a statewide project 
under the guidance of the Agricultural Extension Training and Studies 
and Extension Dairy Departments of The University of Tennessee. 
Based on findings of this and companion studies, plans could be 
developed for use in teaching Grade A milk producers to be more eff icient 
in the management of their herds. Increased net returns per cow and per 
head should be the result. 
II. THE PURPOSE OF THE SWDY 
This specific study, then, was guided by the following purpose: 
to determine the characteristics of Marshall County dairymen, includ ing 
4 
those who annually produce in high, middle and low thirds in terms of 
pounds of butterfat per cow. 
III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Only limited research has been conducted to determine the 
characteristics of Grade A dairy producers in Tennessee. Correspondence 
with some leading dairy states in the country·indicates that the same 
situation may exist in these states also. 
Givan (9:8) noted that the average Tennessee producer who re­
sponded to a mail questionnaire in 1963 was 47 years of age, operated 
a farm consisting of 250  acres of land, and had a herd of mature cows, 
with each cow producing 7, 15 7  pounds of milk annually. There were 
3,097 producers selling milk throughout Tennessee under Federal milk 
orders. Virginia researchers had conducted a similar study in 1958 
and had made like findings (14: 4). 
In a Pennsylvania Project III statement for 1964-65 (8:2), it 
was noted that benchmark data were included for numbers of herds, 
numbers of cows and numbers of bulk tanks and pipeline milkers. 
However, no comparative information was available for higher and lower 
producers. 
Much of the literature reviewed dealt with dairy farmers who 
were in some way cooperating with a Land Grant College or University. 
This included test demonstration farmers and dairy farmers who were 
members of various record-keeping groups. Such information does not 
5 
give nruch insight into the characteristics of the average of below 
average dairymen who generally have not participated in these programs. 
O' Neal ( 17:25) found that levels of milk production of Anderson 
County dairymen were related to the operator's management ability. 
IV. METHODS 
For the purpose of this study, 75 produ�ers were selected at 
random from the total population of 12 9 Grade A dairymen who produced 
milk during all of 1963 and divided into three groups of 25 each accord­
ing to their average annual per cow butterfat product ion. Table I shows 
the groups and the range of butterfat production of each group. 
A comprehensive survey (see Appendix) consisting of 45 main 
questions, some of them containing many sub parts was conpleted by per­
sonal interview with each of the 75 dairymen. In addition, informa­
tion was obtained from the various milk companies concerning pounds of 
milk, butterfat test, and average bacterial count of milk sold by each 
of these producers during the calendar year of t963. 
Also, the interviewer completed eight other judgement questions 
concerning the respondent after each interview was terminated. These 
questions gave the interviewer's impression of the respondent's interest, 
attitude, attention to management details, how well the interviewer knew 
the respondent, and gave a rating concerning the value and condition 
of his herd in those cases where the interviewer was familiar enough 
to make such judgements. 
TABLE I 
NUMBERS OF MAR SHALL COUNTY GRADE A DAIRYMEN IN THE BUTTERFAT 
PRODUCTION GROUPS, ACCORDING TO RANGES IN BUTTERFAT 
PRODUCTER PER COW BASED ON 1963 FIGURES 
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Range of Butterfat 
Average Per Cow Number of Product ion Per Cow 
Butterfat Production ·:Producers Within Groups 
Group Interviewed (Pounds) 
Low 25 128-282 
Medium 25 283-357 
High 25 358-497 
Total 75 128-497 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I. DEGREE 'IO WHICH INTERVIEWER KNEW GRADE A MILK PRODOC ERS 
Table II shows that 99 percent, or 74, of the producers were 
known "very well" or "fairly well" by the interviewer. The high per­
centage is explained by the fact that Marshall County is one of the 
smaller counties in the state, which makes them easily contacted, plus 
the fact that dairying is the major source of income in the county. 
It is necessary, therefore, that information and management advice be 
freely exchanged between Extension personnel and producers. 
II. RESPONDENT''S ATTITUDE 'IOWARD nrn SURVEY 
The interviewer was well-received in 99 percent of the cases and 
only one was classed as only "somewhat friendly0 (See Table III). None 
were "indifferent" or 0antagonistic." 
III. EDUCATIONAL LEVELS 
Formal education did not seem to play an important role in this 
study when the average levels of the groups were compared. In Table IV, 
it may be noted that ·96 percent of the high producers, 84 percent of 
the medium producers. and 68 percent of the 1 ow producers had received 




DEGREES TO WHICH INTERVIEWER KNEW ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Degree to Which All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Interviewer Knew Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Respondent No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Very Well 56 75 17 68 22 88 17 68 
Fairly Well 18 24 8 32 3 12 7 28 
Not Very Well 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Not at All 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole numbero 
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TABLE III 
INTERVIEWER'S ES T IMATE OF THE A'ITITUDES OF ALL M\RSHALL COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LCKv PRODOCERS T OWARD 
THE S URVEY OF NUMBERS AND PERCENT S* 
A 11 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Attitude Toward Interviewed Producers Produ cer s Producers 
the Survey No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Friendly 74 99 25 100 24 96 25 100 
Somewhat Friendly 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Indifferent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Antagon:tstic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole nu mber. 
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TABLE IV 
EDUCATIONAL LEVELS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, 
.. HI9}I, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY. NUMBERs-·AND PERCENrS, 
AND AVERAGE EDUCATIONAL GRADE LEVELS* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Educational Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Grade Level No. % No. % No. % No. % 
1-4 (elementary) 3 4 1 4 0 0 2 8 
5-7 5 6 0 0 3 12 2 8 
8 5 6 0 0 1 4 4 16 
9-11  15 20 10 40 2 8 3 12 
12 29 39 9 36 14 56 6 24 
1-3 (college) 11 16 3 12 3 12 5 20 
Bachelor's 6 8 2 8 2 8 2 8 
Graduate Work or 
Advanced Degree 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Average Educa-
tional Levels 11.0 11.0 12.0 11.0 
grades grades grades grades 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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IV. AGE GROUPS 
The difference in ages of pr�ducers is shown in Table V. It will 
be noted that the high producers averaged 6 years younger (49 years) 
than the low producers (55 years). 
V. GROSS FAMILY INCOME 
Gross family income was an optional question on the interview 
schedule, however, all 75 of the dairymen interviewed gave the desired 
information, which is revealed in Table VI. 
Forty-four percent of the low producers had gross family incomes 
of $12,000 or less; while only 8 percent of the high producers were in 
this category. With regard to gross family income above $20,000, it may 
be noted that this bracket included 72 percent of the high producers 
and only 1 6  percent of the low producers. It will be further noted that 
32 percent of the high producers had gross family incomes of over $30, 000, 
as compared to only 20 percent of the low producers in this bracket. 
The 75 dairymen averaged $22,490 gross family income with the high 
produ�ers averaging $28, 960, the medium $20,5 60 and the low producers 
$1 7, 960. 
VI. SEX GROUPS 
The interview schedule provided a place for indicating the sex 
of the dairymen. Only two of the operators, one in the medium group 
and one in the low group, were managed by women. 
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TABLE V 
AGE GROUPS OF ALL MARSHALL COONTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGI, 
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS, 
AND AVERAGE AGES* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Age Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Category No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Under 25 years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25-34 years 4 5 1 4 2 8 1 4 
35-44 years 1 9  26 12  48 4 1 6  3 12  
45-54 years 21 28 3 1 2  1 2  48 6 24 
55-64 years 25 33 6 24 7 28 12 48 
65 or more 6 8 3 1 2  0 0 3 12  
Total 75 1 00 25 100 25 1 00 25 1 00 
Average Age 51 years 49 years so years 55 years 
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TABLE VI 
TOTAL 1963 GROSS FAMILY INCOMES OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PROmXrnRS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE INCOMES* 
Total Gross All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Family Income · Interviewed Producers .Producers Producers 
Cate&ori in Dollars No. % No. % No. % No. % 
4,000-5, 999 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
6,000-7, 999 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
8,000-9, 999 4 5 0 0 2 8 2 8 
10, 000-11, 999 11 15 1 4 4 16 6 24 
12, 000-13, 999 10 13 2 8 5 20 3 12 
14, 000-15, 999 4 5 0 0 1 4 3 12 
16, 000-17, 999 4 5 1 4 2 8 1 4 
18, 000-19, 999 5 7 2 8 1 4 2 8 
20, 000-21, 999 5 7 4 16 1 4 0 0 
22, 000-23, 999 3 4 1 4 2 8 0 0 
24, 000-25, 999 4 5 3 12 1 4 0 0 
26, 000-29, 999 5 7 2 8 1 4 2 8 
30, 000-49, 999 11 15 6 24 3 ·12 2 8 
50,000-99, 999 4 5 2 8 1 4 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Average $22, 490 $28, 960 $20,560 $17, 960 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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In relation to this topic however, the interviewer found both 
husband and wife very interested in the dairy operation in most of the 
cases, and, in fact, over one-half of the wives were engaged in helping 
with feeding and/or milking. Seventy-five percent of the interviews 
were conducted when both the husband and wi fe were presento 
VII. STAGE IN TIIE ADOPTION PROCESS 
The interviewer was asked to rate e_ach respondent with ·respect 
to the adoption of recommended dairy practices . The results of these 
judgement ratings are shown in Table VII. Efforts were made by the 
interviewer to be as objective as possible in this rating, and considera­
tion was given to the apparent knowledge of the respondent. 
Only 13 percent were rated as being among the first few to adopt 
recommended practices. Only 1 percent were rated as being among the 
last few to make these adoptionso The important point revealed by 
this table is that high producers tended to be farther along in adoption 
than low, and the medium fell in between. The high producers averaged 
3.6 points, "sooner than average," when the stage of adoption was put 
on a rating scale where five (5) points were given those classifi ed 
among the first few, and one (1) point given those among the last few, 
others falling in between. ·All producers averaged rating 3.3 points; 
while the high producers rated 3. 8 points. The low producers had an 
average of 2.8 points. Of the 10 dairymen rated "among the first few," 
7 were high producers; 2 were medium and 1 was low. It wo uld appear 
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TAB IE VII 
INTERVIEWER 'S  O PINION OF S TAGES OF  THE ADOPTION PROCESS RE PRES ENTED BY A LL 
MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND liJ.iJ 'PRODUCERS , 
IN TERMS OF NEW RECOMMENDED DAI RY MANAGEMENT - PRACTICES , 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS * 
S tage in Adopt ion 
of Ne w D a iry Man-
agement Pract ice s 
Among the f irst 
few ( 5 po ints ) 
Soon afte r first 
few (4 po ints ) 
Soone r  than ave rage 
(3 points ) 
A little late r than 
most (2 po ints)  
Among the last few 
( 1 point) 
Total 
Ave rage Stage 
All D a iryme n 
I nte rv iewed 
No . % 
10 13 
14 19  




3 . 3  points 
High Med ium 
Produce rs Produce rs 
No . % No . % 
7 28 2 8 
8 32 4 16 
8 32 1 7  68 
2 8 2 8 
0 0 0 0 
2 5  100 2 5  100 
3 . 8  po ints 3 . 2 po ints 
*Pe rce nts are rounded to ne arest whole numbe r .  
Low 
Produce rs 






2 5  100 
2 .8 points 
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that, following the interview, there was a tendency on the part of the 
interviewer to identi fy management level and that a positive relation 
between producers level and apparent management level seemed to exist. 
VIII . INTEREST IN DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT 
The interviewer rated each producer concerning their apparent 
interest in improving their level of dairy herd man agement . These 
ratings were given nume rical values wi th those receiving a "not 
interested" rating a zero (O),  other ratings of "indi fferent, " "somewhat 
interested, " and 0very interested" receiving rati ngs of 1, 2, and 3, 
respecti vely. 
It was noted here again that high producers (2 . 72) tended to 
receive higher ratings than the lower (2 .48) , all pro ducers falling 
between the "somewhat interested" and 0very interested" categories� 
IX . MAJOR OCCUPATION 
Table IX reveals that 64 or 85 percent of the dairymen received· 
a major share of the ir family income from full-time farming . A note of 
particular interest is that only 12 percent of the high producers were 
part-time farmers; while 24 percent of the low produ cers were part-time 
farmers . 
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TABIB VIII  
INTERVIEWER ' S  OPINION OF THE INTEREST OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND LOW PRODUCERS , IN IMPROVING THEIR 
IBVEIS OF DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE INTERES T* 
De gree of Inte re s t  A l l  D a iryme n High Me dium Low 
in Improving Da iry In  te rviewe d Produce rs Producers  Produce rs 
Mana�eme nt U!ve 1 No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Ind iffe rent 
( 1 po int) 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
S omewhat I nte re s te d  
( 2  point s )  2 7  36  . 7 2 8 7 2 8  1 3  52 
Ve ry Inte re s ted  
( 3  point s )  4 7  63 18 72 1 7  68 12 48 
Tot a l  75 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Average I nte re s t  2 . 6 1 points  2 .  72  point s 2 . 64 point s 2 . 48 points 
*Pe rce nts  are rounded to ne are s t  who le numbe r .  
TABI.E IX 
MAJOR OCCUPATIONS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH ; MEDIUM AND I.DW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCE NTS * 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Major Inte rviewed Produce rs Producers Produce rs 
Occu2ation No . % Na . % No . % No . % 
Full-time Farmers 64 85 22 88 23  92 19 76  
Part-time Farme rs 1 1  15 3 12 2 8 6 24 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
* 
Percents are rounded to ne are st whole numbe r .  
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X. MAJOR FARM ENTERPRISES 
As seen in Table X ,  dairying constituted a high percentage of the 
ma jor farm enterprises represented . The percent figure was 92 percent 
for the high producers , 88 percent for the medium producers and 72 per­
cent for the low producers . 
XI . TOTAL FARM ACRES 
Table XI shows the total farm acreage of all producers . The high 
producers had an average of 316 acres ; while the low producers had an 
average of 308 acres . There were no consequential differences · in ' the 
total farm acreages of the three groups. The average for the 7 5  Grade 
A dairymen was 309 acres , compared to about 129 acres for all farms in 
the county (6 : 149) .  
XI I . TOTAL CROPLAND ACREAGE 
Table XII shows substantially the same distribution to t otal 
cropland acres as is shown in the total farm acreage in Table XI . 
It should be noted that high producers did , on the average , 
have more cropland acres (202) than low (18 5) . 
XII I • COWS MILKED 
Size of Herd 
-- - --
As indicated in Table XIII , a high percent , 86 , of all dairymen 
were milking fewer than 7 0  cows. Eighty-eight percent of the high producers , 
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TABLE X 
MAJOR FARM ENTERPRISES OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND IJJW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS * 
All Dairyme n High Medium Low 
Major Farm Inte rviewe d  Produce rs Pr oduce rs Produce rs 
Ente rprise  No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Not Answe red 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Dairying 63 8 5  2 3  92 2 2  88 18 72 
G ene ral Farming 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Grains 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Othe r Live s tock 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Poultry . 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
Non-farme r  3 4 0 0 1 4 2 8 
Othe r 3 4 1 4 0 0 2 8 
Total 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
* Percents  are rounded to neare s t  whole numbe r .  
TABIE XI 
TOTAL FARM ACREAGE CATEGORIES OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN 
I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE FARM ACRES * 
Tot a l  F a rm A l l  D a irymen H igh Med ium Low 
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Acre age Inte rviewed Produ ce r s  Pr oduce rs Produce r s  
I nte rva l No . % No . % No . % No . % 
50 - 9 9  4 5 0 0 1 4 3 12  
100 - 149 8 1 1  1 4 3 12 4 1 6  
1 50 - 1 9 9  8 1 1  2 8 5 20 1 4 
200-249 12 1 6  6 24 5 20  1 4 
2 50 - 2 9 9  8 1 1  3 12  3 12 2 8 
300- 349 1 5  2 0  8 32 4 1 6  3 12  
350 - 39 9  6 8 1 4 1 4 4 1 6  
400 -44 9  4 5 1 4 0 0 3 12  
450-499 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
500 - 549 3 4 0 0 0 0 3 12 
5 50 - 5 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
600 or more 7 9 3 1 2  3 12 1 4 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave rage A c re s  
i n  F a rm 30 9 3 1 6  304 30 8 
*Pe rce nts are rounded to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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TABIE XII 
TOTAL CROPIAND AVERAGE CATEGORIES OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , :MEDI UM AND I..DiJ PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS , AND A VE RAGE ACRES * 
Tot a l  Cropland All Dairymen High Me dium Low 
Acre age Inte rviewed Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs 
Inte rva l No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0-49 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
50-99 10 1 3  1 4 5 20 4 16 
100 - 149 21 28 9 36 7 28 5 20 
150- 199 12 16 4 16 5 20 3 12 
200-249 13  1 7  4 16 4 16 5 20 
250'.""299 5 7 4 16 1 4 0 0 
300 -349 5 7 0 . o 1 4 4 16 
350-399 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
400 -450 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
450 or more 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
Tota l  75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Average Acre s  
in Cropland 190 202 183 1 85 
*Perce nt! are rounded to ne are s t  whole numbe r.  
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TABIB XII I  
TOTAL NUMBERS OF COWS MI LKED BY ALL MARSHALL COUN'IY DAI RYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND IDW PRODUCERS IN  1 9 63 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE HERD SIZE* 
He rd S ize I n- A l l  D a iryme n High Med ium Low 
te rva l in I nte rviewed Pr oduce rs Produce rs  Pr oduce rs 
Numbe r of Cows No . % No . % No . % No . % 
12- 2 9  1 7  2 3  4 1 6  8 32 5 20 
30 -49 35 47  1 1  44 1 3  52 1 1  44 
50- 69 1 1  1 6  7 2 8  1 4 3 12 
70- 9 9  8 1 1  1 4 2 8 5 20  
100  or more 4 5 2 8 1 4 1 4 
Tota l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Actua l Ave rage 
He rd S ize 47 cows 51 cows 42 cows 48 cows 
* 
Pe rcents  a re rounde d t o  ne a re s t who le numbe r .  
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88 percent of the mediu m producers and 76  percent of the low producers 
milked fewer than 70 cows . The average for all dairymen was 47 cows 
milked. It will be noted that two high producers , one rredium producer 
and one low producer milked over 100 cows o 
Registered Cows 
Table XIV presents data . concerning register ed cows milked. 
Sixty-four percent of the high producers were milking registered cows , 
while only 20 percent of the low producers reported milking registered 
animals. The high producers had an average of 17  registered cows per 
herd while the low producers had only 7. This tends to suggest a posi­
tive relation between the presence of registered cows in the milking 
herd and higher production. 
Breed of Cows 
Table XV and XVI show the breeds of registered and grade cows 
and their distribution throughout the three groups . It is interesting 
to note that 36  percent of the high producing group reported milking no 
registered cows , as compared to 52 percent of the medium producers and 
80 percent of the low producers. It also was noted a total of 56  percent 
of the high producing group milked at least some registered Holstein 
cows , wh ile only 12 percent of the low producing group milked any registered 
Holsteins • .  This would seem to indicate a relation between the presence 
of registered Holsteins and higher production. 
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· TABIE XI V 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGIS TERED COWS MI LKED BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN . 
I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND I.DW PRODUCERS I N  1 9 6 3  BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCEN'IS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS * 
Numbe r of Al 1 D a irymen High Med ium Low 
Re giste re d  I nte rviewe d Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs  
Cows Milked No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 42 5 6  9 36  1 3  52  20 80 
1 - 9  1 1  1 5  4 1 6  6 24 1 4 
10- 1 9  8 1 1  6 24 1 4 1 4 
20-2 9 6 8 3 12 3 12 0 0 
30- 39 4 5 1 4 1 4 2 8 
40-49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50 - 5 9  1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
60- 69 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
70- 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 5  or more 2 3 1 4 0 0 1 4 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100  
Ave ra ge Numbe r 10 cows 1 7  cows 9 cows 7 cows 
*Pe rcents  a re rounde d t o  ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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TABIE XV 
BREEDS OF REGIS TERED COWS MI LKED I N  1 9 6 3 BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRY- . 
B reed of 
Re giste red 
C ows 
None 
Brown Swiss  
Gue rnse y 
Hol ste in 
Je r se y  
Hol s te in and 
Je rsey 
Brown Swi s s , 
MEN I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND 1.Dil PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS * 
A l l  Dairyme n H igh · Me dium 
I nte rviewed Produ ce rs Produce rs 
No . % No . % No . % 
42 5 6  9 36  13  52  
1 1 0 0 1 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 7  2 3  9 36 5 20 
8 1 1  2 8 4 1 6  
4 5 3 12  1 4 
Ho l s te in : and 
Gue rnsey 3 4 2 8 1 4 
Tot a l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe r cent s are rounde d to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
Low 
Produce rs  








2 5  100 
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TABIR XVI 
BREEDS OF GRADE COWS MILKED IN 1 9 6 3 BY ALL MARSHALL COUN'IY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED , HI GR ,  MEDI UM AND LOW PRODUCE� 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS * 
A l l  Da irymen High Me d ium Low 
B reed  of I nte rviewe d Produce rs  Produ ce rs Produ ce rs 
Grade Cows No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Gue rnsey 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Ho ls te in 10 14 6 24  3 12 1 4 
Je rsey 6 8 1 4 2 8 3 12  
Brown Swi s s  and Je rsey 2 2 0 0 1 4 1 4 
B rown Swis s and 
Ho l s te in 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Gue rnsey and Ho ls te in 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Brown Sw i s s , Gue rnsey 
and Ho l s te in 3 4 0 0 3 12 0 0 
Gue rnsey ,  Hol s te in 
and Je rsey 15 20 6 24 4 1 6  5 20 
Hol s te in and Je rsey 8 1 1  2 8 2 8 4 1 6  
B rown Swis s , Hol s te in 
and Je rsey 1 1  14 6 24 3 12  2 8 
B rown Swis s , Hol s te in , 
Je rsey and Gue rn sey 8 1 1  1 4 . 3 1 2  4 1 6  
B rown Swis s , Hol s te in , 
Je rsey , Gue rnsey and 
othe r 4 6 0 0 1 4 3 12  
None 5 7 2 8 3 12 0 0 
Tot a l  7 5  100 25 100 25 100 2 5  100 
*Pe rcent s are rounde d to ne are s t  whole numbe r .  
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XIV. HEIFERS KEPT 
Replacement 
Ninety-six percent of all the milk producers interviewed were 
raising at least a portion of their replacement heifers. One hundred 
percent of the high producers were raising a portion of their replace­
ment heifers , as compared with 92 percent for the l ow producers . Tables 
XVII and XVIII give a breakdown of heifers over and under one year of 
age , respectively ,  that were kept on the 7 5 Grade A dairy farms. 
There were 2 low producers who had no heifers over a year of age 
and 3 with no heifers under a year of age. These producers seemed to 
dislike raising heifers and described man y problems assoc iated with it . 
Some of the problems were : 1) too expensive due to the loss of too many 
calves ; 2) do not have time to raise calves and do other farm work , 
and 3) have not been able to raise heifers that .milk as wel 1 as the ones 
I buy. It was noted that these producers were not sympathetic with the 
detailed programs necessary for doing a good job of producing good 
quality heifers. In general , the problem appeared to be related to the 
dairyman 's  attitude and managerial ability . It also was noted that over 
one-half , 52 percent , of the high producers raised over 20 replacenent 
heifers , as c ompared to only 14 percent of the low producers who raised 
21 or more. 1)n_ the average , high producers kept 44 total he ifers as 
compared with 30 for low producers. 
TABIE XVII 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS ONE YEAR OR OIDER KE PT BY ALL MARSHALL 
COUNTY DAI RYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND I.DW PRODUCERS 
IN 1 963 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS * 
A l l  Da irymen High Medium Low 
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Numbe r of Inte rviewed Produ ce r s  Produce rs  Produce rs  
He ife rs Ke pt No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 3 4 0 0 1 4 2 8 
1-10 1 9  2 6  6 24 5 20 8 32 
1 1 -20 30 40 6 24 1 3  52  11 44 
2 1- 30 12 1 6  6 24 3 12 3 12 
31-40 4 5 1 4 2 8 1 4 
41-50 4 5 4 1 6  0 0 0 0 
50 or more 3 4 2 8 1 4 0 0 
Tot a l  75 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave rage Numbe r 
Kept 20 he ife rs 26 he ife rs 1 9  he ife rs 15 he ife rs 
*Pe rcents are rounde d to ne are st  who le number . 
TABIE XVIII  
TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE KE PT BY ALL 
MARSHALL COUNIY DAI RYMEN I NTERVIEWED , HI GH , MEDI UM AND 
1.fJW PRODUCERS IN 1 9 63 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE NUMBERS * 
A l l  Dai rymen High Me dium Low 
30 
Numbe r of I nte rviewed Produ ce rs Produce rs Produce rs 
He ife rs Ke pt No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 4 5 0 0 1 4 3 12 
1- 10 2 7  3 6  8 32 12  48 7 2 8  
1 1-20 2 8 3 7  10 40 6 24 12 48 
2 1- 30 1 1  15  4 1 6  5 20 2 8 
31-40 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
4 1- 50 2 3 2 8 0 0 0 0 
Tot a l  75  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave rage Numbe r 
Ke pt 16 he ifers  18  he ife rs 14 he ife rs 15 he ife rs 
*Pe rcents a re rounde d to ne a re s t who le numbe r .  
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Registered Heifers 
Only 28 percent of al l producers were keeping any registered 
heifers . Data in Table XIX and XX show that the numbers of registered 
heifers kept were relatively smal l ,  with on ly 2 herds reporting keep­
ing more than 20 registered heifers one year old or over , and only  3 
herds reported keeping more than 20 registered heifers that were under 
one year of age . Almost al l of the producers who reported owning 
registered cows stated that they were trying to breed these cows 
artifical l y  to registered bul ls , but felt that the trouble of keeping 
up with the registration papers wou ld ultimately be of l ittle economic 
val ue to them . It shou ld be noted that nearly one -hal f of the high 
producers (48 percent) reported keeping heifers; while on ly 12 percent 
of the low producers kept them. Also , the former group averaged keeping 
12. 9 total heifers; while the latter kept only 4 . 2. 
Breed of Heifers 
Table XXI shows that 21 herds reported keeping registered heifers . 
This is compared to 31 herds (see Table XIV , page 2 5) that reported having 
registered cows . 
The Holstein breed seemed to predominate on the high production 
farms keeping registered heifers; while Jerseys predominant for l ow 
producers keeping registered heifers . Of course numbers were low . When 
data in Table XXI are compared with those presented earlier in Table 
XV , (see page 26) , it is noted in both instances that there seems to be 
a positive re lation between the keeping of registered Holstein female 
TABLE XIX 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGISTERED HEIFERS ONE YEAR OR OIDER KEPf BY ALL 
MARSHALL COUNIY DAIRYMEN I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND IDW 
PRODUCERS IN 1 963 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE NUMBERS * 
Numbe r of Al l D a iryme n High Medium Low 
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Re giste red I nte rviewed Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs 
He ife rs Kept No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 54 72 1 3  52 1 9  7 6  22 88 
1-10 1 3  1 8  9 36 4 1 6  0 0 
1 1-20 6 8 1 4 2 8 3 12 
2 1-30 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
31-40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
41-50 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total  75 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave rage Numbe r 
Kept 3 .  3 he ifers 5.  7 he ifers 2 . 2  he ife rs 1 .  9 he ife rs 
*Pe rcents are rounded to ne a re s t  whole numbe r .  
TABIE XX 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGISTERED HEIFERS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE BY ALL 
MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND J..J:M 
PRODUCERS I N  1 963  BY NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS , 
AND A VE RAGE NUMBERS * 
Numbe r of A l l  D a i rymen High Med ium Low 
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Re gis te red  I nte rviewed Produce rs  Produce rs  Produce r s  
Heifers Kept No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 5 5  74 14 5 6  1 9  7 6  2 2  8 8  
1 - 10 1 2  1 6  6 24 5 20  1 4 
1 1-20 5 7 3 12 1 4 1 4 
2 1- 30 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
3 1-40 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
41-50 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Tota l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave rage Numbe r 
Ke pt 3 . 5 he ife rs 6 . 2  he ife rs 1 .  8 he ife rs 2 .  3 he ife rs  
*Pe rcents a re rounded to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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TABIE XXI 
BREEDS OF REGIS TERED HEIFERS KE PT  I N  1 9 6 3  BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RY­
MEN I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND I.DW PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS * 
Breed of A l l  D a iryme n  High Me dium Low 
Re gis te red  I nte rviewed Produ ce rs Producers  Produce rs 
He ife rs No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Brown Swis s 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Gue rnsey 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ho l s te in 7 9 5 20 1 4 1 4 
Je rsey 7 9 2 8 3 12 2 8 
Brown Swis s 
and Ho l s te in 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Ho l s te in and 
Je rsey 4 6 3 12 1 4 0 0 
B rown Swis s , 
Ho l s te in a nd 
Gue rnsey 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
None 54 7 3  1 3  52 1 9  7 6  22  88 
Tot a l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100  2 5  100  
*Pe rcents a re rounde d t o  ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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stock and higher production. Forty percent of the high producers kept 
at least some registered Holstein heifers ;  while only 4 percent (1 ) of 
the low producers did. 
As seen in Table XXII , the breeds of grade heifers kept were about 
the same as was found to be true for registered heifers ,  there being a 
predominance of the Holstein breed in all group s. 
XV . BULLS KE PT 
Sixty-four percent of the dairymen reported keeping one or more 
dairy bulls (not including beef bulls  kept and used on dairy c0vs and 
heifers ). Table XXIII gives a summary of the number of b.I lls  kept in 
each group , and shows the averages for those keeping bulls , high pro ­
ducers keeping a few more ( 2. 4) than low ' (l. 8 ). 
Table XXIV reveals that about one -half of the dairymen lce�ping 1 bulls 
kept registered bulls ( 2 3  of 48 producers ). Of those keeping regis tered 
bulls , high producers kept on average of 2. 3 bulls per herd ; while low 
kept 1. 9 bulls per herd . It will be noted in Table XXV that the high 
producers al so reported keeping more .grade bu l l s  (2 . 4  average) than 
did the low producers ( 1. 5  average) .  
Breed of Bulls 
The breeds of registered and grade dairy bulls kept by Grade A 
dairymen in Mar shall County are shown in Tables XXVI and XXVII. Seventy­
one percent of all dairymen kept no registered bulls . Nearly equal 
percents of high producers ( 7 6) and low producers ( 7 2 )  kept no regi stered 
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TABLE XX.II 
BREEDS OF GRADE HEIFERS KEPT I N  1 9 63 BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN 
I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND IJJW PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS * 
Breed of A l l  D a i ryme n High Me dium Low 
Grade I n  te rviewe d Produce rs Produce rs  Produce rs 
He ife rs  No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Brown Swi s s  2 2 0 0 1 4 1 4 
Ho l s te in 2 3  31 7 28  10 8 6 24 
Je rsey 6 8 1 4 4 1 6  1 4 
Brown Swis s and 
Ho ls te in 3 4 2 8 1 4 0 0 
Gue rnsey and 
Ho l s te in 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
Hols t e in and 
Je rsey 15 20  7 2 8  1 4 7 2 8  
Brown Swis s , 
Ho l s te in and 
Je rsey 4 5 2 8 1 4 1 4 
Gue rnsey , Hol-
s te in and 
Je rsey 5 7 1 4 2 8 2 8 
B rown Swis s , 
Ho l s te in , 
Je rsey , a nd 
Gue rnsey 5 7 2 8 2 8 1 4 
None 10 1 3 3 12 3 12 4 1 6  
Tot a l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe rcents are rounde d t o  ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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TABIE XXIII 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF BULIS KE PT  BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND l.DW PRODUCERS IN  1 9 63 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE NUMBERS * 
A l l  Dairyme n High Medium Low 
Numbe r of I nte rviewed Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs 
Bu l ls Kept No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 2 7  36  9 3 6  10 40 8 32 
1 22  29  4 1 6  10 40 8 32 
2 1 6  2 2  6 24  4 1 6  6 24 
3 5 7 · 3 12 0 0 2 8 
4 4 5 2 8 1 4 1 4 
5 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Tota l 7 5 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave rage Numbe r Ke pt 
by Those Kee p ing 
B u l l s  1 .  9 bu l ls 2 . 4  bul ls 1 . 5  bu l l s  1 . 8  bu l ls 
*Pe rcent s a re rounded to ne a re s t  whole numbe r .  
TABIE XXIV 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGIS TERED BULIS KE PI'  BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY 
DAI RYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND �I.OW PRODUCERS IN 
1 9 63  BY NUMBERS AND PERCE NTS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS * 
A l l  D a irymen High Me dium Low 
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Numbe r of Bu l l s  I nte rviewe d Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs 
Ke pt No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 52 69 18 72 1 7  68 1 7  6 8  
1 1 1  1 6  2 8 6 24 3 12 
2 9 12 3 12  2 8 4 1 6  
3 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
5 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Tot a l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave rage Numbe r Ke pt 
by Those Ke eping 
Bu l l s 1 .  8 bu l l s  2 .  3 bu l l s  1 .  3 bu l l s 1 .  9 bu l ls 
*Pe rcents a re rounde d to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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TABIE XXV 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF GRADE BULIS KE PT BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND 1/JW PRODUCERS IN 1 9 6 3  BY 
NUMBE RS AND PERCE NTS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS *  
Numbe r of A l l D a iryme n High Me d ium Low 
Grade Bu l l s  I n  te rviewe d Produce r s  Produce rs Pr oduce rs  
Ke pt No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 48 64 1 6  64 1 8  7 2  14 5 6  
1 1 3  1 7  2 8 4 1 6  7 2 8 
2 7 10 3 12  2 8 2 8 
3 4 5 2 8 0 0 2 8 
4 3 4 2 8 1 4 0 0 
Tota l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Ave ra ge Numbe r Ke pt 
by Those Ke e p ing 
B u l l s  1 .  9 bu l l s 2 . 4  bu l ls 1 .  7 bu l ls 1 .  5 bu l l s 
*Pe rce nt s a re rounde d to ne a re st who le numbe r .  
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TAB IE XXVI 
BREEDS OF REGISTERED DAIRY BULI.S KE PT IN 1 9 6 3  BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , .MEDIUM AND 1.fJiJ PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS * 
Breed of A l l  D a irymen High Me d ium Low 
Re g iste red  I nte rviewed Produce r s  Produce rs Produce rs 
Bul l s  No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Brown Swis s 2 3 0 0 1 4 1 4 
Gue rnsey 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Ho l s te in 10 1 3 3 12  5 20 2 8 
Je rsey 7 9 2 8 3 12 2 8 
Ho l s te in and Je rsey 2 3 1 4 0 0 1 4 
None 53  7 1  1 9  7 6  1 6  64 1 8  7 2  
. Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100  2 5  100  
*Pe rcents are rounded to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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TABLE XXVI I 
BREEDS OF GRADE BULIS KE PI'  IN 1 9 63 BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND I.DW PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS * 
A l l  Da irymen High Med ium Low 
Breed of  I nte rviewed Produce rs  Produce rs Produce rs 
Grade Bu l l s  . No . % No % No . % No . % 
Ayrs hire 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Ho l s te in 1 7  2 3  9 36 3 12 5 20  
Je rsey 3 4 0 0 1 4 2 8 
S horthorn 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Brown Swis s and 
Ho l s te in 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Ho ls te in and 
Je rsey  5 , 7  1 4 1 4 3 12 
None 47 63 1 5  60 1 8  7 2  14 5 6  
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe r cents  a re rounded to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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bulls. Fairly equal numbers of dairymen in the different production 
groups kept registered bulls, preference being shown for Holstein . 
Sixty-three percent of all dairymen kept no grade bulls . Nearly equal 
percents of high producers (60) and low producers (56) kept no grade 
bulls . Fairly equal numbers of dairymen in the three production groups 
kept grade bulls, preference again being shown for the Holstein breed. 
It is interesting to note that the better producers indicated 
they kept bulls only because of poor servic,e and poor conception rate 
when artificial �reeding had been tried . Thirteen of the low producers 
said they kept bulls, because 0the naturally sired calves are stronger 
and grow off better than artificially sired calves . "  
XVI . RATING OF HERD 
Tables XXVIII and XXIX show the ratings of dairy herds as adjudged 
by the producers and by the interviewer respectively. 
It will be noted in Table XXVIII that each group had herds averag­
ing between "fair., and "excel lent" (1 . 5 points) . Most producers seemed 
reluctant to put a rating of "poor" or "excellent" on their own herds . 
Therefore, it may be noted that 21 producers rated their herds as 
"fair" and 49 rated their herds as "good" with only five producers 
rating their herd as 0excellent . .. 
A comparison of the above data with those in Table XXIX reveals 
the apparent close correlation between the producers' ratings of 
their herds and those of the interviewer . It was noted that 70  of the 
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TAB IE XX VI I I  
RATI NGS GIVEN TO THEI R DAIRY HERDS BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYME N 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE RATI NGS * 
Rat ings D a i rymen Al l D a i ryme n High Me dium Low 
Gave The ir Own Inte rviewe d Producers  Produce rs Produ ce rs 
He rd s No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Poor (0  points) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F a ir ( 1  point) 2 1  28  2 8 4 1 6  1 5  60 
Good ( 2  point s )  49 65 2 1  84 1 9  7 6  9 36  
Exce l lent ( 3  point s) 5 7 2 8 2 8 1 4 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 25 100 2 5  100 
Ave r a ge Rat ing 1 . 8  point s 2 . 0  po int s 1 .  9 po int·s- 1 . 4  point s 
*Pe rcents  are rounded to ne a re s t who le numbe r .  
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TABIE XXIX 
I NTERVIEWER 'S RATINGS GIVEN THE HERDS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN 
INTERVIEWED ,  HIGH , MEDI UM AND I.DW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE RATI NGS * 
Ratings Inter- · All. Da irymen High Medium Low 
viewers Gave Herds Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
of Producers No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Poor (0  points) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fa ir ( 1  point) 22 29 3 12 2 8 17 68 
Good (2  points)  46 61 16 64 2 3  92 7 28  
Excellent ( 3  points ) 7 10 6 24 0 0 1 4 
Total 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Average Rating of 
He rds of Known 
Re spondents 1 . 8 points 2 . 1 points 1 . 9 points 1 . 4 points 
*Percents are rounded to ne arest whole number .  
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producers rated their herds either "fair " and "good " whereas, the inter ­
viewer rated 68 of the herds as "fair" or ugood . "  On both ratings, the 
average for the high producer was about 2 .0 or slightly above "good, " 
and the low producer rated 1 .4 or ab out half way between "fair " or · 
"good . "  
XVII. TYPE OF MIL KING FACILITIES 
The 75 dairymen interviewed all had either the elevated stall or 
stanchion type facility of milking (see Table XXX) . Forty -six producers 
(61 percent) were milking in stanchion barns, while 2 9  produce�s (39 
percent) were using the elevated stall barn . It will be noted that 52 
percent of the high producers milked in elevated-stall barns as compared 
with only 28 percent of the low producers . 
XVIII . SIZE OF IUL K TANK 
It will be seen in Table XXXI that all producers interviewed were 
using bulk tanks. There were no producers using tanks of less than 100 
ga l lons . Seventy-four percent of the producers were us ing tanks be tween 
100 and 500 ga llons . Forty -four percent of the high producers and only 
20 percent of the low producers had tanks of 500 gallon or more capacity ; 
indicating 1 that the high producers found it necessary to have a large 
tank--possibly due to greater production per cow . (It will be remembered 
that the average size herd for high and low producers were al most identical, 
3 cows different, as seen in Table XIII, page 23 ) )  
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TAB IE XXX 
TYPES OF MI LKI NG FACI LITIES USED BY ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTE RVIEWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND I.OW PRODUCE RS 
BY NUMBE RS AND PERCE N'IS * 
Type of A l l  D a i ryme n High Me dium Low 
Mi lking I nte rviewed Pr oduce rs Pr oduce rs Produce rs 
F a c ility No . % No . % No . % No . % 
S t anchion 46 61 12 48 1 6  64 18 72 
E le vated S t a  11  29 . 39 13 52 9 36  7 28 
Tot a l  75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Pe rcents a re rounde d to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
TABIE XXXI 
NUMBERS AND PERC E NTS OF ALL MARSHALL COU NTY DAI RYME N I NTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MED I UM  AND I.DW PROD UCERS HAVI NG BULK TANKS 
OF D I FFERENT S I ZES * 
All Dairymen High Me dium Low 
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S ize  of  Bulk I nterviewed  Produ cers Producers Producers 
Tank (ga l . )  No . % No . % No . % No . % 
100-249 15  20 3 12 7 28 5 20 
250-499 40 54 1 1  44 14 5 6  1 5  60 
500- 749 1 6  2 1  10 40 3 12  3 12  
750-999 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
1 ,000- 1 , 249 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
1 , 250- 1 , 499 2 3 0 0 1 4 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percents are rounde d  to ne are st whole numbe r .  
XIX .  PIPELINE SYSTEM AND WEIGHING DEVICES 
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It is seen from Table XXXI I that 59 percent of the d ai rymen were 
us ing a pipe l ine system of milking . It is  in terest ing to note that 
92 pe rcent of the high producers  were using a pipe l ine system, as 
compared to only 44 percent of the l ow producer s .  
It  wi l l  be further noted that 85 percent of the high producer s 
had we ighing device s and 7 6  percent were using them, whereas , only 20  
percent of  the l ow  producers had we igh ing devices and none were us ing 
them.  
Kind 
XX .  STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR SILAGE 
Table XXXIII  reveal s  that 43 percent of the al l dairymen inter­
viewed had a s il o of some type . It wi l l  be noted that 52 percent of 
the high producer s reported having a si lo ; while on ly 20  percent of 
the low produce rs so reported . Forty-eight percent of the high 
produc er s repor ted owning at least one upr ight si l o ;  whi le on ly 1 6  
percent of the l ow pr oduc ers re ported owning at least  one . 
It  might be wel l  to note here that whi le the above nent ioned 
f igure of 48 percent of al l Mar sha l l  C ounty dairymen owning si los 
may be l ow when compa red with other Grade A dairy are as , many dairy­
men ind icat ed intention s of making some change in the ir s il age program . 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDI UM AND UM PRODUCERS HAVI NG DIFFERENT KI NDS OF - SIIDS * 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
so 
I ntervi ewe d  Producers Produce rs Produce rs 
Type ef S ile No . % Ne . % No . % No . % 
None 43 57 12 48 1 1  44 20 80 
Upright 14 19 6 24 5 20 3 12 
Trench 5 7 1 4 4 16 0 0 
Bunke r 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Upright and 
Trench 9 12 -4 16 4 16 1 4 
Upright and 
Bunker 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
All Thre e 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Pe rcents are rounde d  to ne are s t  whole number .  
5 1  
Capacity 
The capacities for storing silage at the time of the study are 
shown in XXXIV. Forty percent of the high producers were able to store 
200 tons or more, while only 20 percent of the low producers were able 
to store that much. Those having silos were us ing them. 
XXI. SOURCES OF WATER FOR COWS 
The most interesting fact revealed in Table XXXV is that not a 
single herd of 75 interviewed relied upon a pond as the only source of 
drinking water for their cows. Eighty-eight percent had nrultiple 
sources of water. Little difference was to be noted between high and 
low producers. 
XXI I .  AMOUNT OF LOAFING BARN AREA 
All of the producers except 1 reported some loafing barn area 
for their cows, however, 20 percent ( 15 of the producers) reported 
less than the minimum recommended amount of 50 square feet per cow. 
Forty percent of the high producers had 70 or more square feet per 
cow loafing areas, as compared with 44 and 42 percents for the middle 
and low producers respectively . Two of the high producers and one 
medium  producer were using Hfree stalls" (see Table XXXVI) . 
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TABIE XXXI V 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MARSHALL COUN'IY DAI RYME N I NTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND I.DW PRODUCERS HAVI NG DI FFERENT SI I.AGE 
STORAGE CAPACI TY* 
S ilage S torage 
Capacity in All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Tonnage I nte rviewed Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs 
I nterva ls No . % No . % No . % No . % 
None 43 57 12 48 1 1  44 20 80 
50 -99 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
100-149 4 5 1 4 3 12 0 0 
150-199 4 5 1 4 3 12 0 0 
200-299 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
300 -499 1 1  15 6 24 3 12 2 8 
500 - 749 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
750 or more 5 7 2 8 2 8 1 4 
Tota l  7 5  100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Pe rcents are rounded to  ne a re s t  whole numbe r .  
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TABIE XXXV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MA1:IBHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND I.DW PRODUCERS ACCORDING . TO SOURCES OF 
WATER FOR cows * 
S ource of Water  Al l Da iryme n High Me d ium Low 
for Inte rviewe d  Produce rs Produce rs Pr oduce rs 
Mi lk Cows No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Dr inking cups in 
barn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other  wate r  in 
ba rn 5 7 1 4 4 1 6  0 0 
W ate r outs ide ba rn 3 4 ' .2 8 0 0 1 4 
Pond 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S tre am 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Dr inking cups and 
one or more othe r 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
Othe r wate r in ba rn 
and one or more 
othe r 22  29  2 8 1 9  7 6  1 4 
W ate r out s ide and 
one or more other ·4 1  5 5  1 9  7 6  0 0 2 2  8 8  
Pond and s tre am 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe rce nts a re rounded to ne are s t  whole numbe r .  
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TABIE XXXVI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDI UM AND IDW PRODUCERS HAVING DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF IDAFI NG 
BARN AREA PER cow* 
Lo af ing B a rn A l l  D a i rymen High Med ium Low 
Are a Pe r C ow I nte rviewe d Produc e rs Pr oduce rs  Produce rs 
(Sguare Fee t) No . % No . % No . % No . % 
None 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Unde r 30 5 7 2 8 2 8 1 4 
30- 3 9  3 4 1 4 0 0 2 8 
40 -49 7 9 1 4 4 1 6  2 8 
5 0 - 5 9  10 1 3  1 4 4 1 6  5 20 
60 - 69 12 1 6  8 32 3 12 1 4 
70 or more 34 45 10 40 1 1  44 1 3  42 
Box ( fre e )  s t a l ls 3 4 2 8 1 4 0 0 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  10 0 2 5  100 
Persons Doing M ilking 
XXI II • MI lKI NG 
5 5  
More than one-half ( 54 percent) of all da irymen interviewed did 
at le ast some milking .  As will be seen in Table XXVII, l ittle dif­
ference is to be noted between high and low produce rs whe n they were 
compared . Forty-e ight percent of the high producers and 44 per cent 
of the low producers did some milking , while 68 percent of the medium 
producers fell in this cate gory . 
XXI V .  BUTTERFAT PRODUCTION 
A bre akdown of avera ge butterfat production per cow is shown 
in Table XXXVIII . The herds were grouped in 50 pound ranges from 150 
to 500 pounds of butterfat per cow . Da iry . Herd Improvement Re cords 
have shown that cows averaging less than 2 50 pounds of butterfat are 
unprofitable and should be culled from the he rd .  It is noted th at 
16 herds avera ged less than 250 pounds of butterfat , and 15 other 
herds were in the marginal group of 2 50 to 299 pounds . It is interest­
ing to note that none of the herds in the high producing group ave raged 
less- than 350 pounds of butterfat per cow , and only 4 herds in the 
medium and low producing group ave raged over 350 pounds of butterfat . 
Of course , this is to be expe cted since this criterion was used as a 
basis for work in the study . (The re ader is referred to Table I for 
actual ranges for production within e a ch gro up . )  
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TAB IE XXXVI I 
PERSONS DOI NG THE MI LKI NG  ON FARMS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYME N 
I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND 1.& PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS * 
Pe rson A l l  D a irymen High Me d ium Low 
D o ing I nte rviewed Producers  Produce rs  Produ ce rs 
Milking No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Owne r 35 47 10 40 14 56 1 1  44 
· Te nant 32 42 12 48 7 28  13 52 
Both 5 7 2 8 3 12 0 0 
Othe r 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
Tot a l  75  100 2 5  100 25  100 25  100 
* 
Pe rcents are rounded to ne a re s t  who le numbe r . 
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TABIE XXXVI I I  
NUMBE RS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN I NTERVIEWED , 
HI GH , MEDI UM AND WW PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE BUTTERFAT PRODUCTI ON 
CA'mGORIES FOR 1 9 6 3 , AND TOTAL AVERAGES * 
Ave rage Butte rfat  
Product ion C a te - A l l  D a i ryme n High Me dium Low 
gory , 1 9 63  I nte rviewed Produce rs Produce rs  Produ ce rs 
( pounds s old/caw) No . % No . % No . % No . % 
1 10- 149 3 4 0 0 0 0 3 12  
1 50 - 1 99 4 5 0 0 0 0 4 1 6  
200-249 9 12  0 0 0 0 9 3 6  
2 50--2 99  15  20 0 0 6 24 9 3 6  
300 - 349 15  20  0 0 1 5  60 0 0 
350 - 399  15  20 1 1  44 4 1 6  0 0 
400 -449 1 1  1 5  1 1  44 0 0 0 0 
450 - 500 3 4 3 1 2  0 0 0 0 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Tot a l  Ave rage 
Product ion 3 1 8  l b s . 40 9 l bs . 32 1 lbs . 224 lbs . 
*Pe rcents a re rounde d to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
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XXV . MILK PRODUC TI ON 
The average milk production per cow is sh own in Table XX.XIX . 
It wil l  be noted that the average for the 7 5  Grade A dairymen was 
8 , 2 06 pounds. This is above the national average of 7 , 554 pounds (20 : 1 ) .  
The low group had an average of 5 , 7 00 pounds with 92 percent of them 
fal ling below 7 , 000 pounds of mil k .  From this , it may be concluded 
that these herds have a very low income per cow or some of th em might 
even have had negative incomes per cow . With the average of 5 , 700 
pounds of milk  per cow for the low group , it would seem that nearly 
one-third of th e Grade A dairymen in Marshal l County were operating 
on a marginal or negative net return basis . 
The high producers were averaging 10 , 660 pounds of mil k ,  and it 
can be assumed from these figures th at this group shoul d have been 
getting a reasonably fair return . It is interesting to note , that the 
top herd , with an average of over 13 , 000 pounds of mil k ,  was producing 
more than th ree tine s as much milk as the bottom herd in the low pro ­
due ing group . 
XXVI . BACTERIAL COUNT 
The bacterial count for each month of 1963 was secured for al l 
7 5  of the dairymen interviewed . The average bacterial count for the 
year for al l dairymen was a re latively high 57 , 133 . The median bacterial 
counts for th e year are seen in Table XL . 
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TABIE XX.XIX 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL lYJARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
:MEDipM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE MILK PRODUCTION CATEGORIES 
FOR 19 6 3 ,  AND TOTAL A VE RAGES* 
Ave rage Milk Pro-
duction Cate gory , A l l  Dairyme n High Medi um Low 
1963 (Pounds sold/ Interviewed Produce rs Producers Produce rs 
cow) No . % No . % No . % No . % 
3 ,000 - 3 , 999 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
4 ,000-4 , 999 4 5 0 0 0 0 4 16 
5 ,000-5 ,999 9 12 0 0 0 0 9 36 
6 ,000 -6 , 999 12 16 0 0 4 16 8 32 
7 ,000 - 7 , 999 8 1 1  0 0 7 28 1 4 
8 ,000-8 , 999 8 1 1  0 0 7 28 1 4 
9 ,000-9 , 999 1 3  1 7  8 32 5 20 0 0 
10 ,000 - 10 , 999 1 1  1 5  9 . 36 2 8 0 0 
1 1 , 000- 1 1 , 999 5 6 5 20 0 0 0 0 
12 ,000- 12 , 999 2 3 2 8 0 0 0 0 
1 3 ,000- 1 3 , 999 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Tota l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Tota l  Average 
Production 8 ,206 lbs .  10 , 660 lbs .  8 ,260 lbs . 5 , 700 lbs .  
*Pe rcents are rounded to ne arest  whole numbe r .  
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TABIE XL 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDI UM AND lfM PRODUCERS BY A VE RAGE BACTERIAL COUNT CATEGORIES 
IN 1963 , AND TOTAL MEDIAN COUNTS * 
Average Bacterial All Dairyme n High Medium Low 
Count Category Inte rviewe d Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs 
(numbe r/ml . )  No . % No . % No . % No . ' % 
0-9 , 999 20 27 4 16 13 52 3 12 
10 , 000- 19 , 999 8 1 1  2 8 5 20 1 4 
20 , 000-29 , 999 10 13 8 32 1 4 1 4 
30 , 000-39 , 999 4 5 1 4 0 0 3 12 
40 , 000-49 , 999 7 10 2 8 1 4 4 16 
50 , 000-69 , 999 7 10 4 16 0 0 3 12 
70 , 000-99 , 999 6 8 3 12 2 8 1 4 
100 , 000 - 139 , 999 6 8 0 0 1 4 5 20 
140 , 000- 179 , 999 3 4 1 4 0 0 2 8 
180 , 000-249 , 999 2 2 0 0 1 4 1 4 
2 50 , 000 - 5 6 6 , 000 2 2 0 0 1 4 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Tota 1 Me dian Count 5 7 , 133 41 , 200 44 , 600 8 5 , 600 
* 
Pe rcents are rounded to ne arest whole numbe r .  
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It is assumed that good management , consistent with high produc­
tion , also would result in a low bacterial count . This proves to be 
general ly true when we look at the median counts for the th ree groups , 
and compare the 41 , 2 00 count of th e high producers , with the 85 , 600 
count of th e low producers .  
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY 
This report is based on the characteristics of Grade A milk pro­
ducers in Marshall County , Tennessee. The information was obtained 
through a personal interview survey of 75  of the 129 Grade A dairy 
producers in the county who produced milk throughout the year 1963. 
The 75  were selected at random from a numbered list of names of 
Grade A producers. In addition to the survey data milk plants were 
contacted and information concerning total milk production , butterfat 
test and bacterial count of milk for each producer was obtained. The 
producers were divided into three groups of 2 5  each according to butter­
fat production , and the characteristics of these groups were comparatively 
studied. 
I .  REVIEW OF FINDINGS 
In summarizing the data concerning the characteristics of Grade 
A dairymen in Marshall County who produced in the high , middle and low 
thirds , according to average pounds of butterfat sold per cow in 1963 , 
one might conclude that the dairymen: 
1. Averaged 51 years of age with the high production group being 
the youngest (49 years as compared to 55 for the low) 
2. Had an average of 11 years of formal education , with no 
significant difference between groups 
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3 .  Were well known by the county agent; 100 percent of the high 
producers being known fairly or very well, while 96 percent of the low 
producers were known fairly or very well 
4 .  Had a receptive attitude toward the survey, with 100 percent 
of all producers being friendly toward the survey . 
5 .  Had an average family gross income of $22,490 with the high 
group averaging $28, 960 compared to $17,960 for the low production 
group 
6 .  Produced an average of 3 1 8  pounds of butterfat and 8, 206 
pounds of milk per cow; with the high group averaging 409 pounds of 
bu.tterfat and 10,660 pounds of milk, compared to 224 pounds of butter­
fat and 5, 700 pounds of milk for the low grou p . 
7 .  Received the major share of their income from dairy ing and 
85 percent were full-time farmers; with three of the high producers 
and 6 low producers reporting as dairying part-time 
8 .  Operated a farm averaging 309 acres with 190 acres in crop­
land, high producers having the largest with averages of 3 16 total and 
202 cropland acres, while the low producers had 308 and 185 acres 
respectively . 
9. Milked an average of 47 cows, with the high producers milk­
ing an average of 51  cows and the middle and low producers averaging 
48 cows ·respectively 
10 . Had an average of 9 registered cows per herd, with the high 
producers reporting 1 7  and the low producers only 7 
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1 1 .  Were generally keeping their own replacement heifers , all 
of the high producers and 88  percent of the low producers reporting 
replacement heifers on hand 
12 . Had a total median bacterial count of 57 , 133 , th e median 
for the high group being 41 , 200 and for the low group 8 5 ,600 . 
All of the producers had bulk tanks ,  59 percent had pipeline 
milking systems and 39 percent were milking in elevated -stall barns .  
Silos were present in only 43 per cent of the farms . Fifty-two percent 
of the high producers had silos , compared to only 20 per cent for the 
low producers . The high producer s al so tended to store more si lage per 
cow than did the low producer . 
The high producers showed a greater interest in improving their 
dairy ' production practices .  
II . IMPLICATIONS 
Some of the implications that can be drawn from the find ings are : 
1 .  A careful consideration of the ch aracteristic differences 
between h igh and low producers can be of assistance in pl anning educa­
tional programs for all producers ;  especially those in the low produc­
tion group 
2 .  A high percent of the producers can be expected to be receptive 
to Extension personnel ; however , the need for motivation an d attitude 
changes are indicated regarding man y  of the producers in the low group 
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3 .  The wide range in educational levels from th e th ird grade 
to master ' s  degrees in col lege , indicates that different educational 
approaches shou ld be considered 
4 .  The age differences (from below 30 to 65 , with an aver age 
of 51  years) indicates a need for very careful pl anning if educational 
programs are to be most effective 
5 .  Lack of si lage facilities (43 percent had none) and 
differences in silage storage capacity and loafing barn area for the 
herd indicate the need for more individual , as wel l  as , group educa­
tional efforts to remedy these situations 
6 .  Further evaluation of characteristics and other data revealed 
in each questionnaire can be helpful in planning for work with these 
and other county Grade A dairymen on individual and group basis . 
PROBLEM B :  
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OF MARSHALL COUNTY GRADE A MILK PRODU:::ERS 
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Grade A milk production is the most important agricultural enter ­
prise in Marshal l County .  Marshal l County has long been one of the 
leading dairy counties in the state . Some of the present producers have 
been producing Grade A mil k  for 40 years or more . Most of the milk 
during this time was sold either in Nashvil le ,  or bottled and s old 
local ly . Many of the Grade A producer s today are sel ling manufactured 
milk  to two l ocal milk  plants ,  naue l y  the Borden Company and the 
Marshal l County Creamery .  Two factors have brought about a tremendous 
change in the production of Grade A milk  in Marshal l County .  In 1959 , 
three additional milk companies , Sealtest of Birmingham , Alabama , Baker 
and Sons of Birmingham and Barber Milk  Company al so of Birmingham , 
started buying milk in Marshal l County at premium prices above the other 
six companies buying milk in the county . However ,  they were requiring 
stricter heal th regulations and demanding that owners buy bulk  tanks 
in order to ease the handl ing problem and increase the qual ity of milk 
being hauled long distances �  This encouraged most of the other Grade 
A dairymen to buy bulk tank s and in sured al l of them a better price for 
their milk since the other buyers met the prices paid by the new buyers . 
Most of the Grade A producers had attempted to increase the size 
of their herds  and obtain more modern equipment since starting in Grade 
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A production . Rapid changes in technology and in the economic structure 
of the dairy industry had presented problems that few producers thought 
about when they first entered Grade A milk production. No previous 
attempt had been made to learn what producers were and were not doing . 
Therefore , it was felt that a close look at the present situation 
concerning the management practices of Grade A dairymen should provide 
information for improving educational and other programs designed to 
help present and future dairymen do a more efficient job . 
I o THE PURPOSE OF THE SWDY 
The purpose of this study was to determine which recommended 
practices Marshal l County Grade A milk producers were using and were 
not using in high , medium and low production groups in terms of annual 
pounds of butterfat per cow (1 963 figures).  
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
There seemed to be little information available regarding manage-
ment practices of Grade A dairymen in Tennessee . Inquiries sent to ten 
leading dairy states revealed that there was limited information on this 
subject avai lable in other states as wel l ,  especial ly comparative informa­
tion including al l producers , high and low. 
In Virginia (14: 4) , * it was found that 1 3 9  Grade A dairymen who 
were members of a mail -in , record-keeping system had an annual net farm 
*Numbers in parenthesis refer to numbered references in the 
bibliography ; those after the colon are page numbers . 
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income ranging from $1 7 ,869 to a minus $7 ,462 .  Most other information 
had to do with members of record-keeping systems such as Dairy Herd 
Improvement Association (D. H. I. A. ). 
In a Michigan study ( 15 : 1397 ) , it was found that artificial 
insemination (A. I. ) sired cows were superior to the non -A .  I .  cows 
within the same herds. 
In 1 964 , Miller (1 5) found that herds on continuous D. H. I. A .  
test ( 5  or more years in 1 962 ) and new herds (started on test in 1 9 62 )  
increased in milk production at about the same rate , while selected 
herds never on test made a slower increase. The increase was 12. 6 per­
cent for herds on continuous test , 12 . 3  percent for new herds on test , 
and 9 percent for non-tested herds over a two-year period (1 962 to 1 964) . 
In a Pennsylvania Project III statement for 1 9 64-65 (8: 2 ) , it was 
noted that the average D .  H .  I .  A. herd tested in that state consider­
ably outproduced the average for all other herds . Pennsylvania reported 
benchmark data for cows bred artificially and naturally , and gave feed 
costs per cow for hay , silage , grain and pasture . 
I I I . METHODS 
All companies purchasing Grade A milk in Marshall County were 
contacted and a compl ete list of producers was obtained , along with 
total milk production , butterfat test , and bacterial count figures for 
each month during the year 1 9 63 .  This list revealed that there were 
129 Grade A dairymen in the county who sold milk during the en tire year 
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of 1963 . Seventy-f ive o f  these producers were randomly selected , con ­
tacted personally and interviewed using a schedule (see Append ix) 
consisting of questions designed to reveal character istics ,  production 
pract ices , and factors influenc ing practice adopt ion . Th is study has 
to do with th ose quest ions related to the product ion pract ices . 
The 7 5  dairymen were d ivided as follows : 1)  2 5  h igh producers 
with average annual butterfat sold ( 1963 f igures) per cow figures rang­
ing f rom 358  to 497 pounds ;  2 )  2 5  med ium producers ranging from 283 to 
3 58 pounds ; and 3) 25 l ow producers ranging from 128 to 283 pound s .  
Rating Explanation 
Twenty-three reconunended dairy production practices were includ ed 
in the interview schedule in an eff ort to determ ine the practice adoption 
level of producers in the h igh , middle and low th irds .  
The fo llowing rating scheme was used t o  classify managemen t levels 
of ind ividuals on each of the 23 pract ices : 1) no points were given if 
the person interviewed had not read or heard of th e sp ecif ic pract ice ; 
2 )  one po int was given if the person had only heard of the practice ; 
3 )  two po ints were given if th e person was only interested in it ; 4) 
th ree po ints were given if the person had not tr ied it but planned to 
do so ; 5 )  f our points were given if the person had tried the practice 
but was not using it at th e ti me of the in terview ; and 6 )  f ive po ints 
were given if th e person had tried th e practice and was still using 
it .  
Average pract ice diffusion ratings of th e production groups are 
compared in th is report o For t h is purpose , the practice diffusion process 
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is considered in the fol lowing stages: ,.unaware , "  Q . - .49 points ;  
"aware , "  . 5  - 1 . 49 points ; "interested in it , "  1 . 5  - 2 . 49 points ;  
"pl anning to try , "  2 . 5  - 3 .49 points ;  "tried , "  3 . 5  - 4 . 49 points , and 
"using , "  4 . 5  - 5 . 0 points . 
An average practice diffusion rating was determined for each 
producer by adding up his total score and dividing by 23  (the number 
of practices studied) .  Group total average practice diffusion ratings 
also were completed for the purpose of comparing various groups . Other 
data reported are simply number s ,  percents and averages . Main compari­
sons are between high and low producers .  
For each of the 2 3  production practices , the respondent was given 
a card with the practice typed on it as it appeared on the interview 
schedule . This was done in order to further help the respondent under ­
stand the practice as the interviewer discussed it with him . The 
interviewer expl ained only  the basic details regarding the practice and 
tried to determine and record the actual degree to which the respondent 
was real ly carrying out the practice . 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I .  MANAGEMENT LEVELS OF MILK PRODOC ERS 
Average Practice Diffusion Rating Intervals 
Table XLI gives the average practice diffusion ratings for the 
7 5  Marshall County dairymen divided into high , medium and low thirds 
according to the average butterfat produ ction per cow . 
It is noted that all dairymen were , on the average , in the upper 
end of the "tried'' stage with an average rating of 4 . 33 , the high 
producers were about the beginning of the "using" stage (4 o 53) , while 
the low producers were about the middle of the "tried" stage (4 . 05) . 
Another note of interest in Table XLI is that 72 percent ( 1 8 
producers of th e high producers were in the "using" stage (4 . 50 -5 . 00) ; 
while only 12  percent (3 producers) of the low group rated this high . 
It will be further noted that none of th e producers had an average 
rating below the "planning to try" stage . 
Relation to Production 
The average individual dairy management practice diffusion 
ratings and total average ratings for all Marshall County dairymen 
interviewed , high , medium and low producers , are shown in Table XLII ·. 




NUMBERS AND PERCE NTS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDIUM AND IJ:M PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATI NG ,  
AND TOTAL AVERAGE PRACTI CE DIFFUSI ON RATI NGS * 
Average Practice A l l  Da irymen High Medium Low 
D iffusion Rating Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
I nterva l** No . % No . % No . % No . % 
2 . 50-2 . 99 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
3 . 00-3 . 49 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
3 . 50-3 . 99 9 12 1 4 2 8 6 24 
4 . 00-4 . 49 30 40 5 20 1 1  44 14 56  
4 . 50-5 .00 32 43 18 72 1 1  44 3 12 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Tota l Average 
Rating 4 . 33 4 . 53 4 . 42 4 . 05  
*Percents are rounded to nearest who le number . 
**In the rating sca le used , 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of the 2 3  
recommended practices ; 2 = interested in the practices ; 3 = pl anning 
to try the practices ; 4 = tried the practices , but not using ; and 5 = 
using the practices . 
TABIE XLI I  AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUS I ON RATI NGS AND TOTAL AVERAGE RATI NGS FOR I L MARSHALL COUNTY D- AI RYME- N I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS* . 
A l l  D a irymen H igh Produce rs  Medium Produce rs Low Produce r s  
D a iry Management Pra ctice Ave rage Ra t ing Ave rage Ra t ing Ave rage Rat ing Ave rage Rating 
1 .  Art if icia l ly insemina ted ½ or more of cows 4 . 08 4 . 84 4 . 00 3 . 40 
2 .  A l l  cows bred to s ame bre e d  bu l l  4 .  61 4 .  64 4 .  60 4 .  60 
3 .  60 day dry pe r iod provide d cows 5 . 00 5 . 00 5 . 00 5 . 00 
4 .  12 - 14 month ca lving pe riod provided  5 . 00 5 . 00 5 . 00 5 . 00 
5 .  7 5  pe rcent cows fa l l  fre shened  4 . 8 1 4 . 80 4 .  96 4 . 68 
6 .  7 5  pe rce nt he rd re p l acements  ra ised 4 . 45 4 .  76 4.  60 4 . 00 
7 .  Adequate milk  re cord s kept  3 . 64 4 . 56 3 . 88 2 . 48 
8 .  Fed cows  accord ing to  product ion 4 .  64 4 . 52 4 . 96 4 . 44 
9 .  Ade qua te he rd re cords ke pt  ( ave rage )  4 .  7 1  4 . 48 4 .  72  4 . 92 
a .  C a lving re cords 4 . 8 7 5 . 00 4 .  60 5 . 00 
b .  He a lth re cords 4 . 69 4 . 40 4 . 80 4 . 88 
c .  He a t  re cords 4 . 7 1  4 . 40 4 . 80 4 . 92 
10 . C a lve s pe rmane n t ly ident i f ie d  4 . 2 7  4 .  72 4 . 28 3 . 80 
1 1 . Adequate s upply  of  s i l age provided 3 . 36 3 . 96 3 . 44 2 . 68 
12 . High qua l ity s i l age provided 2 . 3 7 2 . 92 3 . 00 1 . 20 
1 3 . S il age supp leme nted with enough hay 4. 76 4 . 84 5 . 00 4 . 44 
14 . High qua l it y  hay provided 4 .  64 4 . 68 4 . 80 4 . 44 
1 5 . Hay and/or s i l a ge provide d on p a sture 3 . 0 1  3 . 68 2 . 52 2 . 84 
16 .  Adequa te improved p a s ture provided 4 . 61 4 .  60 4 . 88 4 . 36 
1 7 .  S uf f ic ient  summe r p a s ture p rovided 4 . 39  4 .  60 4 . 88 3 . 68 
18 . S trip  cup a lways used  3 . 1 1  3 . 28 2 . 92 3 . 12 
19 . S e p arate fee d ing and loaf ing are a s  provided 4 . 9 1  4 . 88 5 . 00  4.  BL� 
20 . F l ie s  sys tema t ica l ly control le d  5 . 00 5 . 00 5 . 00 5 . 00 
2 1 . C a lve s vaccinated f or bruce l los is , e tc . 4 . 9 5 5 . 00 5 . 00 4 . 84 
22 . Milking s ys tem 6-month che cked  4 . 88 5 . 00 4 . 80 4 . 84 
2 3 .  Profe s s iona l advice obta ined 4 .  64 4 .  60 4 . 80 4 .  5 2  
Tot a l  Ave rage Ra t ing 4 . 33 4 .  5 3  4 . 42 4 . 0 5 
*r n  the r a t ing  s ca le used ; 0 = unaw a re ; l = awa re of the re comme nded practice ; 2 = inte re s e d  in the pract i ce ; 3 = p l anning t o  try 
the pract ice ; 4 = t ried the pract ice , but not us ing , and 5 = us ing the pract ice . 
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TABLE XLIII  
PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED IN VARIOUS S TAGES OF 'IBE DIFFUS I ON PROCESS ON EACH OF THE PRACTI CES S TUDIED* 
Unaware Aware Inte re s ted Pl nning Tried and Us ing 
of it of it in it t Try Not Us ing it Tot a l  
Da iry Mana ement Practice Percent Pe rcent Percent Percent Pe rcent Pe rcent Pe rcent 
1 .  Art ificia l ly inseminated ½ or more of cows 0 1 5  2 1 2 3  so 100 
2 .  A l l  cows bred to same breed bu l l  1 7 0 0 5 87 100 
3 .  60 day dry pe riod provided cows 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
4 .  12- 14 month ca lving period provided 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
5 .  7 5  percent cows fa l l  fre shened 0 4 0 0 0 9 3  100 
6 .  7 5  pe rcent herd re p l acements ra ised 0 1 2  0 3 1 84 100 
7 .  Ade quate milk  records ke pt 0 3 1  0 5 5 5 9  100 
8 .  Fed cows according t o  product ion 0 1 1  1 1 0 87  100  
9 .  Ade quate herd re cords ke pt ( average ) 3 1 0 0 2 94 100 
a .  Ca lving records 1 1 0 0 2 96 100 
b .  He a 1 th records 4 1 1 0 2 92 100 
c .  He a t  records 4 1 0 1 2 92 100 
10 . C a lve s pe rmanent ly ident ified 0 1 5  1 3 5 7 6  100 
1 1 . Adequate s upply of s i lage provided 0 32 1 12 8 47  100 
12 . High qua l ity s ilage provided 47  5 0 2 3 4 3  100 
1 3 .  S i lage s upp lemented with enough hay t 4 0 0 3 92 100 
14 . High qua l ity hay provided 6 1 1 0 0 92 100 
1 5 . Hay and/or s i lage prov ided on pas ture 1 41  7 4 3 44 100 
1 6 . Adequate improved pas ture provided 1 4 4 1 2 88 100 
1 7 . S ufficient summe r pas ture provided 0 12  1 1 82 100  
18 . S trip cup a lway s used 1 41  3 3 9 43 100 
1 9 . S e parate feeding and loafing are a s provided 0 1 0 1 0 98 100 
20 . F l ie s  systematica l ly contro l led 0 0 0 
� 
0 100 100 
2 1 .  Ca lve s vaccinated for b�uce l los is , e tc .  0 1 0 0 99 100 
2 2 . Milking sys tem 6-month checked 1 1 0 0 0 98 100 
2 3 .  Profe s s iona l advice obta ined 8 0 0 0 0 92 100 
Tota l Average Rat ing 3 1 1  1 4 80 100 
* Pe rcent s are rounded to ne are s t  whole numbe r .  
dairymen in each of the stages of the diffusion process for each of 
the management practices studied . 
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A wide variation in average practice diffusion ratings (Table 
XLII. is noted from practice to practice for all dairymen). On the 
average, the range ran from the "aware" stage (1. 20)  for Practice 12, 
"high quality silage provided, u to the "using" stage (4 .50-5 . 00)  for 
15  of the practices.  It will be noted that only 8 of the 23 practices 
listed were not in the "using" stage for all dairymen. These were : 
1 )  Practice 1, "artificially inseminated one-half or more of cows" ; 
2) Practice 7, "adequate milk records kept"; 3 )  Practice 1 0, "calves 
permanently identified"; and 4) Practice 1 1, "Adequate su pply of silage 
provided" ; 5)  Practice 12, "high quality silage provided«! ; 6) Practice 
15, "hay and/or silage provided on pasture0 ; 7)  Practice 1 6, "adequate 
improved pasture provided"; and 8) Practice 18, "stri p cup always used. " 
The high producers had a higher average rating than did the low 
producers in 20 of the 23 practices, and were equal in two of the other 
three practi'ces. They averaged . 48 points higher than the low producers 
in all practices. These apparently critical pract:ices . may give some indication 
regarding the reasons for differences in production o Some observations 
regarding these practices will follow below. 
Breeding practices . Practices 1 through 6 listed in Table 
XLII and XLIII are related to breeding . In the main, all producers aver­
aged in the · "usi:ng !!n�fage: · tor �these pra�tices � ' · When· h.igh · 0nd · low�. 
groups were compared, the greatest difference was noted on Practice 1, 
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"artificially inseminated one-half or more of cows . "  The high producers 
averaged in the "using" stage (4. 84), as compared with the low group 
which averaged in the "planning to try" stage (3 . 40). 
In Table XLIII, it is noted that 18 percent of the producers were 
below the "tried" stage on Practice 1, with only 59 percent in the "using " 
stage. Most of those not using the practice appear to have been in the 
medium and low groups. 
In general, the producers seemed to be having some problems with 
the breeding practices. Many of the respondents indicated that they had 
difficulties in getting cows bred artificially and the resulting delays 
tended to upset their entire breeding program. This would indicate· a 
need for further educational work in this area , or better breeding service . 
Keeping and using records. Practices 7 through 10 are related 
to records and their use. There is a general assumption that farmers 
do not like to keep records. The results of this study indicate that 
this is generally true for Marshall County Grade A milk producers. In 
Table XLII, page 74, it is noted that for all dair ymen there is a 
range of interest from "interested in the practice ':' (3 . 64) to "using" 
(4 . 71) the practice for the four practices in question. When a compari­
son is made between high and low producers, the main differences was 
noted in Practice 7, "adequate milk records kept, " with the former in 
the "using " stage (4. 56) and the latter in the "interested" stage (2 .48) . 
Producers indicated that they kept adequate herd records (Practice 9) 
7 8  
which included calving dates , cow health information and heat periods 
in various ways. The most popular place seemed to be on a breeding 
chart furnished by the county agent and kept on the wall in the milk 
barn . Low producers had higher ratings on health records and heat 
records than did high producers . 
Table XLIII , page 7 5 , shows that , on Practice 10 , only 16 per ­
cent of the producers were below the "planning to try " stage , with 76 
percent "using" it . Likewise , 3 1 percent were below the "planning to 
try " stage with regard to Practice 7 ,  and only 59 percent were "using" 
it . 
Since all producers were generally low with regard to adopting 
two of the farm practices related to keeping and using records (7 and 
10) , it may be assumed that this information indicates that these 
practices should be given careful consideration in planning educational 
work , to help all Grade A milk producers realize the potential benefits 
they might receive by adopting these important practices. 
Feeding practices . Dairy specialists have often been heard to 
say that the average Tennessee dairy cow is better "bred " than "fed. " 
Practices 1 1  through 17 are related to providing the cows with adequate 
amounts of quality feed. An evaluation of what the dairymen who were 
interviewed said about their feeding practices tends to indicate that 
the above statement is true with regard to Grade A dairy cows in 
Marshall County. 
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In Table XLII, page 7 4, it is noted that, on the average, all 
producers rated in the "tried" stage (3 . 88) on Pract ices 11 through 17, 
however, it also will be noted 'that all producers rated low on Practices 
11, 12 and 15. 
In comparing high and low producers, larger differences are 
observed on more of the feeding practices than in any other group. On 
Pract ice 11, "adequate supply of si lage provided, " the high group was 
in the "tried" stage (3 . 96), as compared to the low group who were in 
the "planning to try" stage (2 . 68)·. Practi ce 12, "high quality silage 
provided, " shows the high group to be in the "planning -to try" stage 
(2 . 92), and the low group just in the "aware" stage (1 . 20). On Practice 
15, the high producers were shown to be in the "tr ied" stage (3 . 68), 
while the low producers were in the "planning to try" stage (2. 84). 
Table XLIII, page 7 5, shows that a rather high percent of all 
producers were below the "using" stage on at least 3 of the 7 feed ing 
practices. Only 47 percent were in the "using0 stage on Practice 11, 
43 percent on Practice 12 and 44 percent on Practice 15. 
The data tend to indicate that the low producers have the best 
opportunity to narrow the production gap (the difference being about 
1.0 rating points between the high and low producers) by adopting 
practices to help provide adequate amounts of quality feed for their 
c ows . 
Sanitation pract ices . The next group of practices in Table XLII, 
page 7 4, are generally classified as san itary practices. Practices 18, 
80 
19  and 20 are included . It is noted that all producers were, on the 
average, in the "planning to try " stage (3 . 1 1) with rega rd to Practice 
18, "strip cup always used, " in the "using " stage (4 . 9 1) on Practice 
1 9, "separate feeding and loafing areas provided" and in the "using" 
stage (5 . 00) on Practice 20 . When high and low grou ps were compared, 
no large differences were noted, however, it will be seen, as sta �ed 
above, that all producers were in the 0tried0 stage ; (4 .·34).· for ·· the three 
sanitation practices on an average basis. It will be noted further 
in Table XLIII, page 75, that only 43 percent were in the "using " stage 
on Practice 18, while 42 percent were below the .,interested" stage . 
Nearly all were using Practices 1 9  (98 percent) and 20 ( 100 percent) . 
Other practices . Practices 2 1, 22 and 23 in Table XLII, page 74, 
have been grouped as "other practices 0 for the purpose of this study, 
and are here discussed separately. Practice 2 1, "calves vaccinated 
for brucel losis " had an average rating "using "  (4 . 95) for all producers . 
There was no conse quentia l  difference · _between the high and low producer� . 
It is noted •in Table XLIII, page 75, that 9 9  percent of - all pro­
ducers were "using " Practice 2 1 . 
A l l  producers were, on the average, in the "using " stage (4 .88) 
on Practice 22, umi lking system 6 -month checked . 0 There was only a 
slight di�ference between the ratings of the high (5 . 00) and the low 
(4.84) . 
Again, it is noted in Table XLIII, page 75, that 98 percent of 
al I producers were in the "using" state on Practice 22 . 
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All producers were in the 0using" stage (4 .64) regarding Practice 
23, "professional advice obtained" with only slight differences in the 
high (4 .60) and the low (4 .52) . 
Ninety -two percent of all producers were in the "using u stage 
on Practice 23, as is noted in Table XLIII, page 75 . 
Relation to herd size. Table XLIV shows by herd size the total 
average ratings for each of the 23 dairy management practices . In 
comparing the five herd -size categories on total average ratings, an 
overall positive relation may be noted between size of herd and manage ­
ment level --herds under 50 cows tending to be managed by dairymen 
operating at the "tried " level and herds of 50 or more cows -tending to 
be managed by those "using " most practice. 
On individual practices, pronounced positive relations between herd 
size and management leve L are to be · noted in ·feedi ng Practices H · and 
12. Less well -pronounced positive relations are noted for feeding 
Practices 14 and 15, for breeding Practice 6 and for record Practice 7. 
II , BREEDING OF HEIFERS 
Method 
All of the producers were asked how their heifers were bred, and 
Table XLV gives the results . Fifty -nine percent (44 producers) said 
that they used a bull in natural service on all their heifers. Twenty ­
five percent ( 1 9  producers) used both artificial and natural methods 
of breeding heifers. It is interesting to note that when comparing high 
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TABIE XLI V  
AVERAGE DAI RY MANAGE:MENT PRACTICE DIFFUS I ON RATINGS OF MARSHALL COUNTY BY HERD S I ZE CATEGORIES FOR INDI VIDUAL DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES * 
D a iry Management Pr act ice 
1 .  Art i f ic ia l ly insemina ted ½ or more of cows 
2 .  A 1 1  cows bre d to s ame bree d  bu 1 1  
3 .  60 d ay d ry pe riod provided cows 
4 .  12- 14 month ca lving pe riod provided 
5 .  7 5  pe rce nt cows  f a l l  f re shened  
6 .  7 5  pe rce nt he rd re p la ceme nts ra ised  
7 .  Ade quate milk  re cords  ke pt 
8 .  Fed  cows a ccording to product ion 
9 .  Adequate he rd re cords ke pt ( ave rage )  
a .  C a lving re cord s 
b .  He a l th re cords  
c .  He a t  re cord s 
10 . C a lve s pe rmane nt ly ident if ied 
1 1 . Adequate supp ly of  s i la ge provide d 
12 . H igh qua l ity  s i l age provided 
1 3 .  S i l age supp lemente d with e nough hay 
14 . High qua l ity hay provide d 
1 5 . Hay and/or s il age provided on pasture 
1 6 .  Ade quate improved p a s ture provide d 
1 7 . S uff ic ient summe r p a s ture provide d 
18 . S tr ip cup a lways used  
19 . S e pa ra te fee d ing a nd loaf ing a re a s  provided 
20 . F l ie s  systemat ica l ly contro l le d  
2 1 . C a lve s vaccinated  f or bruce l los i s , e tc . 
2 2 . Milking sy s tem 6-month che cked  
2 3 .  Profe s s iona l advice obta ined 
Tot a l  Ave ra ge Rat ing 
A l l  D a iryme n 
Ave ra ge Rat ing 
(N = 7 5) 
4 . 08 
4 . 6 3 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 8 1  
4 . 45 
3 . 24 
4 . 5 1  
4 .  7 6  
4 . 2 7 
3 .  2 5  
2 . 3 7 
4 .  7 5  
4 .  68 
2 . 9 7 
4 .  6 1  
4 . 39 
3 . 0 5 
4 . 92 
5 . 0 0  
4 .  9 5  
4 . 88 
4 . 64 
4 . 3 3 
4 . 8 7  
4 .  69 
4 .  7 1  
12 -29 Cows  
Ave r a ge Rat ing 
(N = 1 7 )  
4 . 18 
4 .  65  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 .  7 6  
4 .  29 
2 . 65 
4 . 5 3 
5 . 00 
4 . 29 
2 . 29 
1 . 4 1  
4 . 94 
4 . 41 
2 . 94 
4 . 29 
3 . 65 
2 . 4 1 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 .  7 1  
4 .  5 3  
4 . 1 3  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 0 0 
30 -49 C ows 
Ave rage Ra t ing 
(N = 35) 
4 . 1 1  
4 . 5 1 
5 . 00 
5 . 00  
4 . 89 
4 . 3 1  
3 . 7 1  
4 .  34 
4 .  7 7  
4 . 14 
3 . 3 1 
2 . 2 3 
4 .  74 
4 .  60 
2 . 69 
4 .  7 1  
4 .  7 7  
3 . 2 6  
4 . 83  
5 . 00 
5 . 00  
4 . 89 
4 . 5 7 
4 . 32 
4 .  74 
4 . 80 
4 . 8 3  
50 - 69 Cows 
Ave rage Rating 
(N = 1 1 ) 
4 . 45 
4 .  64 
5 . 00  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 82 
4 . 36  
5 . 00 
4 . 45 
4 .  64 
3 . 5 5 
2 . 7 3 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
3 . 09 
5 . 00 
4 . 45 
3 . 45 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 55 
5 . 00 
4 . 09 
4 . 09 
70 -99 C ows 
Ave rage Ra t ing 
(N = 8)  
3 . 2 5 
5 . 00 
5 . 00  
5 . 00  
4 . 88 
4 . 88 
3 . 50 
4 . 5 0 
5 . 00 
4 . 00 
3 . 7 5  
3 . 2 5 
3 . 88 
5 . 00 
3 . 63 
4 .  50 
4 . 1 3  
2 . 50 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 .  50 
s ._oo 
4 . 50 
4 . 33 
5 . 00  
5 . 00 
5 . 00  
100 - 1 60 C ows 
Ave rage Rat ing 
(N = 4) 
4 . 00 
4 .  7 5  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
3 . 7 5 
4 . 50 
5 . 00 
4 . 50 
4 . 00 
4 . 7 5 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 00 
4 . 2 5  
4 .  50 
4 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00  
5 . 00 
4 .  6 5  
4 .  7 5  
3 . 50 
3 . 50 
In the r a t ing s c a le use d , 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of the re comme nde d pract ice ; 2 = inte re s te in the pract ice ; 3 = p lann ing to try the prac-
t ice ; 4 = t r ied  the pract ice , but not  us ing ; and  5 = us ing the pract ice . 
TABI.E XLV 
NUMB ERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUN1Y DAIRYMEN I NTERVI EWED , 
HIGH � MEDI UM AND WW PRODUCERS I N  1 9 6 3 BY METHOD OF 
BREEDI N:; HEI FERS * 
Method of A l l  Da irymen High Medium Low 
8 3  
B reed ing Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
He ifers Np . % No . % No . % No. % 
Not answered 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Art ifici a l ly 1 1  1 5  4 1 6  3 12 4 1 6  
Na tura l ly 44 5 9  1 1  44 1 3  52 20 80 
B oth 19  2 5  10  40 8 32 1 4 
Tot a l  7 5  100 25 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Percents are rounded to nea rest  whole numbe r. 
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and low producers, it was found that 80 percent of th e low producers 
bred their heifers only naturally, while 44 percent of the high producers 
bred only naturally an additional 40 percent of the latter breeding 
both artificially and naturally. 
� of Bull 
Table XLVI reveals that 29 percent (22 producers) were using only 
beef bulls on t�eir heifers, while 54 percent (40 producers) were using 
dairy bulls only . Seventeen percent ( 1 3  producers) were usi ng both 
dairy and beef bulls. It is clearly seen that more high producers 
(64 percent) than low (52 percent) used dairy bull only on their heifers. 
III. BREEDING OF COWS 
� of �  
Ninety -two percent (69 producers) said their cows were bred to 
dairy bulls, while 4 percent (3 producers) used a beef bull only. Table 
XLV!I shows that 96 percent of the high producers were usi ng dairy bulls, 
while 88 percent of the medium and 92 percent of the low producers were 
using dairy bulls. 
IV. FEEDING OF COWS 
Percent of Protein in Dairy Ration 
The producers were asked the percent protein used in the dairy 
ration . Table XLVIII shows that 90 percent (67 producers) were feeding 
a 16 percent dairy ration. Sixteen percent of the high producers and 
TAB LE XLVI 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND lDW PRODUCERS IN 1963 BY TYPE OF BULL 
USED ON HEIFERS * 
A l l  Dairymen High Me dium Low 
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Type of Inte rviewed Produce rs Producers Produce rs 
B ul l  Used No . % No . % No . % No . % 
D a iry 40 54 16 64 1 1  44 13  52 
B eef  2 2  29 7 2 8  7 2 8  8 32 
B oth 1 3  1 7  2 8 7 2 8  4 16  
Tot a l  75 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe rcents are rounde d to ne arest whole numbe r .  
TABIB XLVII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MARSHALL . COUN'IY DAIRYMEN I NTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND I£M PRODUCERS IN 1 9 6 3  BY TYPE OF 
BULL USED ON COOS *  
Al 1 D a irymen H igh Me d ium Low 
86 
Type of I nte rviewed Produce rs  Produ ce r s  Pr oduce r s  
Bu l l  Used No . % No . % No . % No . % 
D a iry 69 92 24 9 6  22 88 2 3  92 
Bee f 3 4 0 0 1 4 2 8 
Both 3 4 1 4 2 8 0 0 
Tot a l 7 5  100 2 5  100 25 100 25 100 
* 
Pe rcents  a re rounded to  ne a re st who le numbe r .  
TABLE XLVI I I  
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI �YMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HI GH , MEDIUM AND I.DW PRODUCERS BY PERCENTS OF PROTEI N 
USED I N  DAI RY RATI ON* 
Pe rcent Pro- A l l  D a i rymen High Me dium Low 
8 7  
te in in D a iry I nte rviewed Produce r s  Produ ce rs Produce rs 
Ration No . % No . % No . % No . % 
D id not know 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
12% 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
14% 6 8 3 12 2 8 1 4 
1 6% 67 90 2 1  84 2 3  92 2 3  92 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*pe rce nt s are rounde d to ne a re s t who le numbe r .  
4 percent of the low fed less than 16  percent protein rat ions . One 
low producer did not know what percent he fed . 
Method of Providing Concentrates 
88 
Table XLIX shows that 63 percent (47 producers) indicated that 
they bought all their concentrates. Thirty-two percent (24 producers) 
were mixing all their own ration. Only 4 of these were in the high 
group, while 12 were in the low group. Eighty-four percent of the 
high producers and 52 percent of the low purchased at least some of 
th eir feed. 
The large number purchasing concentrates is largely explained 
by the fact that Marshall County is not and never has been a major 
grain producing area. The dairymen felt that the land was worth more 
planted in silage and pasture than it might have been in grain. 
Grinding of Hay 
Table L shows that 96 percent of all the producers were not grind­
. ing their hay. There was little difference between the high and low 
·groups on the unrecommended practice. 
� -2£. Hay � 
Table LI shows that 60 percent (45 producers) of the dairymen 
indicated that they fed a legume-grass mixture. Thirty-five percent 
(26 producers) indicated they were feeding only a legume. It will be 
noted that 56 percent of the high producers were feeding only legume 
hay , while only 24 percent of the low producers were feeding a legume 
TAB IE XLIX 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN1S OF ALL MARSHALL COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDI UM AND liM PROOUCERS BY METHOD OF 
PROVIDING CONCENTRATES * 
Method of All Da iryme n High Medium Low 
89 
Providing I nterviewed Producer s Producers Producer s 
Concentr ates No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Mix own 24 32 4 16 8 32 12 48 
Buy them 47 63 19 76 16 64 12 48 
M ix some and 
buy some 4 5 2 8 1 4 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
* Percents are rounded to ne arest whole number . 
TABIE L 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUN'IY DAIRYMEN I NTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDI UM AND LCM PRODUCERS BY WHETHER OR NOT 
THEY GROUND THEI R HAY* 
A l l  D a iryme n High Medium Low 
90 
Grinding Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
of Ray No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Not answe red 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
D id grind h ay 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
D id not grind 
h ay 72 96 24 96 2 3  92 2 5  100 
Tota l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe rcents are rounded to ne arest who le number . 
TABLE U 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAIRYMEN I N'IERVIEWED , 
HIGH � MEDIUM AND ,JJ:M PRODUCERS BY 'IYPE OF HAY 
USUALLY FED I N  19 63* 
A l l  Dairymen High Medium Low 
9 1  
Type of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Hay Fed No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Not answered 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Legume 2 6  35 14 56 6 24 6 2 4  
Gra ss 3 4 - 0 0 2 8 1 4 
Legume-Grass 45 60 1 1  44 1 7  68 1 7  68 
- Tota l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
* 
Percents a re rounded to ne arest whole number . 
92 
alone. The figure s were almo st rever sed when a compari son is  made with 
re spect to legume-gra s s  hay. No producers were u sing All three type s 
of hay. The high percentage of dairymen u sing a legume -gra s s  mixture 
is due to the fact that most of the alfalfa hay seeded in M ar shall 
County also wa s see�ed in orchard gr ass . 
Meth od of Supplying Salt and Mineral s 
Data in Table LII  show that 84 percent (63 producer s) of the 
dairymen supplied salt and mineral s both mixed in the ration and free 
choice. Five of the producer s supplied salt and mineral s in the ration 
only, while 7 producer s supplied them free choice . Twelve percent (3 
each) of the dairymen in both medium and low group s were supplying 
salt and mineral s only by the free choice method. 
Storage Capacity Available !£E. Silage 
Fifty -seven percent (43 producer s) of the Mar shall County Grade 
A dairymen did not have storage room available for silage ,  a s  revealed 
by Table LIII. Eighty percent (20 producer s) of the low group had no 
storage a s  compared w ith 48 percent ( 12  producer s) for the high g roup . 
All producer s having silo s indicated a st orage capac ity of 50 to 99  
ton s or more . Forty -four percent ( 1 1 pro ducer s) of the high group 
had silage storage capacity in exce s s  of 150 ton s compared to 30  per­
cent (5 producer s) in the low group. 
TABIB LII 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN INTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND IDW PRODUCERS BY METHOD OF SUPPLYI NG 
· SALT AND MINERAIS * 
Me thod of Al l D a i ryme n High Medium Low 
93 
S upp lying S a lt  Inte rviewed Produce r s  Produce rs  Pr oduce rs 
and Minera l s  No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Mixed in rat ion 5 7 2 8 1 4 2 8 
Free cho ice 7 . 9 3 12 1 4 3 12 
Both 63 84 20 80 23 92 20 80 
Tota l 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
* 
Pe rcepts are rounde d to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
TAB IE LI I I  
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MARSHALL COUNTY DAI RYMEN I NTERVIEWED , 
HI GH , MEDI UM AND IDW PRODUCERS BY AMOUNTS OF S I IAGE 
STORAGE CAPACI TY  AVAI LAB IE* 
Amount of 
94 
S i lage S t orage A l l  Dairymen High Med ium Low 
C apac ity Ava i l- I nte rviewed Produce rs Produce rs Produce rs  
able in T ons No . % No . % No . % No . % 
None 43 5 7  1 2  48 1 1  44 20 80 
50-99 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
100 - 149 4 5 1 4 3 12 0 0 
1 50 - 1 9 9  4 5 1 4 3 12 0 0 
200-2 99 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
300-49 9 1 1  15  6 24 3 12  2 8 
500- 749 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
7 50 ·Or more 5 7 2 8 2 8 1 4 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe rcents  are rounded to ne a re s t  who le numbe r .  
V. THE RELATION OF PRODOCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS TO AGE 
95 
Table LI V reveals a tendency for younger producers to have higher 
practice diffusion ratings than those in the older age groups irrespec­
tive of production level . High producers, as usual, tended to have 
higher average ratings than did low produ cers in each of the age 
groups . The greatest difference between high and low producers was 
in the 55 -64 year old group, where the farmer producers were, on the 
average, in the "using" stage with a rating of 4. 55, while the latter 
were, on the average, in the "triedu stage (3 . 87). 
VI. THE REIA TION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO EDUCATIONAL LEVELS 
A slight increase in average practice diffusion ratings is noted 
as the educational levels of all producers increase. This is shown in 
Table LV , .  and was particularly noticeable for the high producers . The 
relation seems reversed for medium producers. 
VII. THE RELATION OF PRODUC TION AND !'.1ANAGEMENT 
LEVEL TO SIZE OF FARM 
Table LVI shows that the high producers had higher practice 
diffusion ratings than the low group in each of the farm-siz e categories, 
excepting the 150-199 farm-size class. The difference in this exception 
was small. Three high producers in the 500 or more acre category had 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 9  
"us ing" stage ; while 4 l ow producers with the same acreage averaged in 
the "tried" stage (4 . 05 ) . The greatest difference was noted in the 
350-399  acre category where the high producer s had an average rating 
in the "using" stage (4 . 52 ) , while the low producers were in the "tr ied" 
stage (3 . 93 ) . 
VIII . THE REI.A TION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO OCCUPATION 
It is  noted in Table LVII that 87 percent ( 65 producer s) were 
c lassif ied as fu l l -time farmer s ,  while the remaining 7 percent ( 1 0  
producers)  were cl a s s if ied a s  part-t ime farmer s .  Only 2 high producer s 
farmed part-time ,  a s  c ompared to 6 low producer s who were farming 
part-time . Ful l -t ime f armer s had an average producti on rating of 4 . 36 , 
as compared to 4 . 17 f or the part-time farmers . It is  interesting to 
note that the two par t-time farmer s in the higher dairy production group 
averaged higher (4 . 61 )  than theother s (4 . 52 ) . 
IX . THE REI.A TION OF PRODOC TION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO SOURCE OF INCOME 
Table LVIII revea l s  tha t dairying was the ma jor source of income 
for  64 of the 7 5  farmer s interviewed . Eight produc er s received the ir 
ma jor income from other farm sources and 3 received the maj or portion 
of the ir income f rom non-farm sources .  The group receiving the ir major 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rating of 4.36 , as compared to uother farm income" (4. 18) and "non -farm 
income" (4.22). The two high producers who reported "other farm income " 
were exceptions. 
X. THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO SEX 
It is shown in Table LIX that on ly two of the dairy enterprises 
were managed so lely by women. One was in the medium group and one was 
in the low group. They had average practice diffusion ratings of 4. 04 
and 4.65 , respective ly. An interesting note is that the one fema le 
manager had a higher rating (4 .65-0using" stage) than the average rating 
of the other low producers (4. 03-"tried 0 stage). 
XI. THE RELATION OF PRODUC TI ON AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS  TO  GROSS FAMILY INCOME 
Average practice diffusion ratings tended to increase as leve ls 
of tota l gross income went .up.'· Table LX shows · th at the average · ·ratings 
went from "tried0 (3. 72) for 5 producers in the income bracket of $2 , 000 
to $7 , 9 9 9  to a rat ing of 4.60 ("using") for 4 producers in the bracket 
of $50 , 00 to $99 , 9 9 9 . The same tendency is noted in a l l three produc­
tion groups. Again it is noted that the high producers had higher 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































XII. THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO DAIRY HERD RATING 
1 05 
Each respondent was asked to rate his he rd as "poor, " 0f air, " 
11good" or "excellent .. " The results of this rating are shown in Table 
LXI . Twenty-one producers rated their herds as 0fair"; 50 herds were 
rated "good, 0 and only 4 producers rated their herds as "excellent. " 
None rated their herds "poor•.'. The average practice ratings tended to 
increase in the same manner as the producers tended to increase their 
herd ratings. The medium producers tended to rate their her ds as high 
as did the high producers, while more of the low rated their herds just 
"fair" . 
XIII . THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO INTEREST IN IMPROVING DAIRY MANAGEMENT 
All dairymen were rated by the interviewer as to his judgment 
of their interest in improving their dairy management . Table LXII shows 
the producers ' practice diffusion ratings in relation to t he interest 
ratings given each producer by the interviewer. 
The producers rated as 0very interested" had higher practice 
ratings than did others in their respe ctive groups. It will be noted 
that 47 out of 75 producers were apparently 0very interested" in improv­


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A total of 75 Marshall County Grade A dairymen who produced and 
sold milk throughout 1963 were interviewed regarding their dairy produc­
tion practices. 
Using 1963 information obtained from the milk plants and in the 
interview, the producers were divided into three equal production grou ps 
(high, medium and low) according to average annual butterfat sold per 
cow. Consequently, 25 producers were in each of the th ree groups. 
Producers were questioned concerning their use of 23 recommended 
production practices, and, as a result, given dairy production manage­
ment practice diffusion ratings ranging from zero, "unaware, " to five, 
"using." Average practice diffusion ratings were established for all 
producers and for the three production groups. The practice diffusion 
ratings were used in comparing the management levels of high, medium, 
low and all producers in relation to : 1 )  production ; 2) stage in the 
diffusion process; 3 )  herd size; 4) age; 5)  educational level; 6)  si ze 
of farm; 7) occupation ; 8) source of income; 9) sex ; 10) gross family 
income ; 1 1 )  herd ratings, and 12) interest in impro ving their dairy 
management. 
In addition to information regarding the 23 recommended practices, 
other data were obtained regarding breeding and feeding practices. For 
example, questions were asked to reveal methods of breeding heifers, and 
108 
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the type ( s) of bul l s  (dairy or beef)  u sed on heifers and cows . 
Feed ing information obtained in addi tion to that incl uded in the 
23 recommended practice s ,  had to do with : 1 )  the percent of pr otein 
in the dairy rat ion ; 2) methods of provid ing con centrat es ; 3) whether 
hay wa s ground or not ; 4) types of hay fed ; 5) method s of supplying 
sa lt  and mineral s ,  and 6) the s torage capacity available for si lage . 
Literature regard ing management practices of Grade A dairymen , 
espec ial ly comparative information between high and low producer s ,  was 
l imited in Tennessee and other areas as wel l .  Inqu iries sent to Exten­
sion Dairy Spec ial ists in ten s tate s were answered with 1 itt le · informa ­
tion on the sub ject . The information received dealt  largely with Dairy 
Herd Improvement As sociat ion members or producer s en rol led in farm record 
systems in Pennsylvania and Virginia , and the fact  that their rec ord 
keeping and other pract ice s helped them out produce non -members .  
I .  REVIEW OF FINDINGS 
The f o l l owing is a brief summary of the ma jor f indings as  rel ated 
to production and management practices of Gra de A dairy producers in 
Mar shal l  County : 
1 .  High producers tended to be operating at higher management 
level s than either the rredium or l ow producer s 
2 .  High producers had higher average practice d iffusion ratings 
on 1 9  of the 23 production practices ,  than d id the l ow pr o­
ducers .  They were the same a s  the l ow on 2 and s l ightl y 
l ower on one of the product ion practice s . 
3 .  The high producers had ratings of . 6  diffusion points or 
more greater than the low producers in the followi ng 8 
pract ices: a) art if icially inseminated one-hal f or more 
1 10 
of cows ; b) adequate supply of silage provided; c) high 
qua l ity silage provided; d) hay and/or silage provided on 
pasture ; e) su fficient summer pasture provided; f) adequate 
milk records kept ; g) 75 percent herd replacenents raised , 
and h) calves permanently ident if ied 
4 .  High producers used more artif icia l breeding on cows than 
other grou ps and bred more of their cows only to dairy 
bu l ls than was true of either the mediu m or l ow  gro ups 
S .  Eighty-four percent of the high producers were buying at 
least sone of their concentrates compared t o  only 52 percent 
of th e l ow  producing grou p 
6 .  The younger dairymen tended to have higher pract ice diffusion 
ratings than did older ones 
7 .  Dairymen wi th higher levels of edu cati on also tended to have 
higher practice diffusion ratings 
8 .  The pract ice diffusion ratings tended to go u p  as the gross 
fami ly income increased 
9 .  More than 20 percen t of the producers indicated they had 
"tried and stopped using" the practice of artificia lly "' 
inseminating . one-ha lf of more of cows . 
are : 
111 
II . IMPLICATIONS 
Some of the implications that may be drawn from the findings 
1. The data indicated a strong relationship between recommended 
practice adoption and the level of production 
2. The adoption of practices relating to the provision of a 
sufficient quantity and quality of feed seemed to have a 
greater influence on the level of production than did most 
other practices 
3. Marshall County Grade A dairymen are generally aware of 
recommended practices, but more educational efforts are 
needed if they are to be expected to adopt more recommended 
practices 
4. Further analyses of the reasons for the rejection of certain 
practices need to be made, and the practices re-evaluated, 
and further educational work done to help producers realize 
the value of the practices. 
PROBLEM C :  
FACTORS INFLUENCING DAIRY M\NAGEMENT PRACTICE ADOPTION 
BY MARSHALL COUNTY GRADE A MILK PRODUCERS 
A Special Problem in  Lieu of Thesis 
In Partial Fulf illment 
of the Requirements for the Degree 
Master of Science 
by 
T .  J .  Nutt 
March 1 9 67 
C�PIBR I 
INTRODUCTION 
This report is based on further analysis of data from a survey 
of 75 Grade A dairymen in Marshall County , Tennessee .  The interview­
type survey included a random sample of 75 of the 12 9 Grade A dairy ­
men in Marshall County who marketed Grade A milk the entir e year of 
1 963 . 
Dairying is important as an agricultu ral enterprise in Marshall 
County and represents 40 percent of the total county farm income . In 
1 959 , dairy products ranked first in enterprise value , as compared to 
the income from the sale of cattle and calves , which latter accounted 
for 23 .3 percent of t he total farm income in Marshall County (21 :3-4) . 
In the 15 years prior to the present study , the dairy industry in 
Marshall County had undergone many changes and had made particularly 
rapid growth , granting that it had been kn own as one of the outstand ­
ing dairy counties in the state for many years earlier o 
Some of the more signifi cant happenings during this per iod were : 
1) elevated stalls , _unknown 15 years ago rapidly were becoming the type 
of barn used by Grade A dairymen ; 2) bulk tanks and pipeline milkers 
were replacing the can and cooler system ; 3) additional processors began 
buy ing Grade A milk in Marshall County , four of these being l ocated in 
Alabama ; 4) the total number of dairymen decreased , but the average size 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the 
bibliography ; those after the colon are page numbers . 
1 13 
1 14 
of herd should a ·marked increase, and 5) pr�duction per cow increased , 
which received some impetus due to the importation of Holstein and 
Brown Swiss cows in large numbers beginning in 1959 . 
Members of the county Extension staff have made considerable 
efforts through the years to present educational information to Marshall 
County Grade A dairymen . Some of the methods used include : demonstra­
tions ; tours ;  dairy meetings ; farm management schools ; hay and silage 
schools ; field days ; circular letters ; news articles ; radio programs, 
and individual work with the producers . Attempts had been made to 
evaluate the results of such teaching , but no previous attempts had 
been made to try to determine what factors influence Grade A dairymen 
to adopt or not adopt recommended practices relative to dairy manage ­
ment . 
I • THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to try to determine what factors , 
other than those identified earlier, influenced Grade A milk producers 
to Marshal l County to adopt or not to adopt rec ommended dairy manage­
ment practices . 
II . REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Studies have shown (1 :4) that farmers adopt new ideas or practices 
at different times . They tend to be a different stages in the adoption 
process at different times as it may relate to a given recommended practice 
1 1 5 
or bundle of pract ices . 
Author it ies generally agree (1: 7)  that the stages in the adopt ion 
process include the follow ing: 1) awareness (referred to in th is study 
as "aware") ; 2) interest (referred to in th is study as 0 interested") ; 
3) evaluat ion (referred to hereafter as "planning to try") ; 4) tr ial 
(called "tried" in this study), and 5) adopt ion (hereafter called 
"using") . Research has ind icated, in broad general terms, that as 
one proceeds from "unawareness" to "using" that more and more inten­
sive or personal contac ts are required where adoption of a prac t ice 
is desired . 
At the "aware., and "interested" stages, mass media sources, such 
as farm magazines, newspapers, and rad io are most important. At the 
"planning to try., and .,tried" stages, ne ighbors and friends are generally 
more important influenc es than mass media . When farmers move closer 
to the "using., stage, personal contac ts with representat ives of agricul­
tural agenc ies are of more importance, but may st ill be secondary to 
neighbors and fr iends. 
III. FINDINGS 
A list of Grade A dairymen was obtained from all the processors 
buying milk in Marshall County and information concerning total milk 
sold, butterfat tests, and bac ter ial count figures were obtained from 
the milk compan ies . 
Seventy-f ive dairymen who produced milk throughout 1963 were 
selec ted at random from the original list of 129 Grade A dairymen in 
11 6 
Marshall County. These were contacted personally. and interviewed using 
a schedule (see Appendix) consisting of questions designed to reveal 
characteristics, product ion practices, and factors inf luencing practice 
adopt ion. Th is study has to do with those questions related to the 
factors inf luencing practice adoption not already dealt with in one of 
the related problems above . After the inf ormation was obtained, the 
producers were divided into thirds according to average butterf at pro­
duction in 1963 . The high group (2 5 producers) had average butterf at 
production rang ing downward f rom 497 to 3 58 pounds ; the medium group 
(2 5  producers) had production from 3 58 to 283 pounds ; and the low 
group (2 5 producers) were in the range f rom 283 to 12 8 pounds . Ma in 
comparisons in the present study will be between high and low pro­
ducers . Analyses will be made based on simple numbers and percents, 
and averages shown where pert inent. Data, as usual, will be presented 
in tabular f orm. 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I. TIUNGS LIKED ABOUT GRADE A MILK PRODUCTION 
Each producer was asked to tell what he liked most about Grade 
A dairy production. Table LXIII shows that 9 1  percent (68 dairymen ) 
completed the statement with regard to the fact that it provided a 
regular source of income and was a stable form of agricultureo It 
will be noted that there was little or no difference between groups 
in regard to this most often given answer. The second thing most 
frequently mentioned was uit's what I know besto " It is noted that 2 
of those in the high group gave the third response, "I love dairy cattle. 0 
II. THINGS DISLIKED AOOUT GRADE A MILK PRODUCTION 
Likewise, each milk producer was asked to tell what he disliked 
most about Grade A dairy pro_duction. In Table LXIV, it will be noted 
that 44 percent (33 dairymen) felt Grade A dairying was "Too confining. 1 1  
Fifty -six percent of the high producers gave this reason, compared to 
24 percent of the low producers . Inadequate and inconsistent milk 
inspectors were mentioned by 28 percent of the high producers, while 
40 percent of the low producers mentioned this as the thing most disliked 
about Grade A dairying. Some other reasons given were : "the return 
on my time and money is inadequate0 ; "difficulties with labor , "  and 
••too many disease pro bl ems • ., 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































III. REASONS WHY GRADE A DAIRYMEN DO NOT 
ADOPT RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 
120  
In order to determine the relative importance of some reasons 
as to why Grade A milk producers do not adopt recommended dairy produc­
tion practices, each milk producer was asked to select three reasons 
from a given set of ten. This was done by giving the respondent a set 
of ten cards, with a reason typed on each, from which he made his 
selection. After the three reasons were selected, he was asked to 
rank them in order of importance as to why he thought Grade A dairy­
men do not adopt recommended dairy production practices, and to give 
any other reasons he felt to be impor��t . 
Table LXV shows a combined summary of numbers and percents of 
·� 
all dairymen, high, medium and low producers who ranked each reason 
as either first, second or third in importance. An examination of the 
data reveals that there was little difference between the high and low 
producers with regard to the selections of reasons . 
Reason 1, "Facilities not suited, " was selected by 81 percent 
of all producers. Though it was the first reason for high and low 
producers, medium producers placed .it second. Some of the practices 
that producers indicated dairymen had not adopted due to "lack of suit­
able facilities: included : 1) feeding cows according to production ; 
2) providing an adequate supply of silage, and 3) providing separate 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Reason 2, "Cost of practices outweighs poss ible benefits, 11 was 
selected by 6 1  percent of all producers. It will be noted that the 
medium group placed this reason first. Some of the respondents named 
some practices that they thought were in th is category .  Those most 
often heard were: I )  keeping adequate production records (Dairy Herd 
Improvement Association or D. H. I. A. ) ;  2) providing summer pasture ; 
3) using artificial insemination on cows and heifers, and 4) feed ing 
hay and/or silage to cows on pasture. 
Reason 3 ,  ''Don't have technical knowledge needed , "  was selected 
by 45 percent of all producers . More of the low producers (60 percent) 
mentioned this reason than d id either of the high or medium groups. 
The general comments regarding th is reason were in reference to 
technological changes in agriculture such as the use of herbicides, 
insecticides and other developments that require special abilities 
for understanding and putting practices to use. 
Reason 4, ''Physically unable to do supervision and management 
of job needed , "  was selected by 41 percent of all producers. There 
were no differences in the high or low group in thi s re spect. 
The other reasons and percents of dairymen giving them were : 
1) Reason 5,  "More rewarding activities claim owners time and money" 
(3 7 percent) ; 2) Reason 6, "Don 't believe practices are sound" ( 15 
percent) ; 3) Reason 7 ,  "Have tried and found unsatisfactory" (3 per­
cent) ; 4) Reason 8, "Expect to sell da iry herd" ( 5  percent) ;  5) Reason 
9, "Expect to move away from farm" (4 percent), and 6) Reason IO, 
1 23 
0Uncertainty of CMnership in an undivided estate"  (3 percent) . 
Each respondent was asked whether or not he thought there were 
other reasons why Grade A dairy farmers do not adopt recommended dairy 
production practices. Five percent (4 dairymen) gave other reasons. 
Three of these were in the low producing grou p and one was in the 
medium group. This is shown in Table LXVI. 
IV. DAIRY MANAGEMENT ADVICE SOUGHT 
It is generally recognized (1 : 7) that Grade A dairymen discuss 
problems regarding the management of their herds with different 
individuals. A study of Table LXVII will reveal that 99 percent of the 
dairymen interviewed talked to one or more of the individuals listed 
regarding the management of their dairy herds. Each dairymen talked 
to an average of 6. 5 individuals. The high producers sought advice 
from more people, 7. 3 on the ave rage, than did the me dium, 6. 0, or the 
low, 6.2. 
As far as all producers were concerned, more reported talking 
to a neighbor or friend than to · any other individual. Similar findings 
have been reported in other studies regarding adopters of new farm 
ideas (1 : 7). When production groups are compared, it is noted that 
the same trend held true for each group. 
The "local veterinarianu was consulted by 96 percent of the 
high producers, 92 percent of the medium and 84 percent of the low 
producers; however, this may indicate that most of these contacts were 
for treating sick animals rather than for seeking management advice. 
TABIE !XVI 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL C OUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HI GH ,  MEDIUM AND WW PRODUCERS LIS TI NG OTHER REASONS WHY 
GRADE A DAIRYMEN DO NOT ADOPT RECOMMENDED DAI RY 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES * 
A l l  Da irymen H igh Medium Low 
124 
Listing of I nte rviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Othe r Re a s ons No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Not answered 7 1  95 25 100 24 96 2 2  8 8  
Listed other 
re a s ons 4 5 0 0 1 4 3 12 
Tot a l  75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The greatest and most signif icant difference between high and 
low producers was noted with regard to the "county agent. " It has 
been mentioned that "ne ighbors and friends" and the 0county agent u 
have been the most rel iable ways of diffusing information to dairynen 
and it is borne out in the figures in Table LXVII. Ninety-two percent 
(23 dairymen) of those in the high group as c ompared to on ly 60 per­
cent (15 dairymen) of those in the low group sought the agents ' advice o 
It is further noted that, of the 10 dairymen who reported talking to 
the Extension dairymen, 8 were in the high group compared to on ly one 
each in the medium and low groups. 
V. ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF DAIRY M\NAGEMENT INFORM\TION USED 
Table LXVIII shows that 100 percent ind icated that the y received 
certain dairy management information from other sources as l isted in 
the table. Al l dairymen reported that they received information from 
an average of 7. 7 d ifferent sources. The high group averaged 8 0 4, the 
medium 7. 6, and the low 7.2  sources. 
Farm maga z ines were the most popular source reported with 97 
percent of al l producers indicating this source. Little difference 
is seen between gr·oups with respect to farm magaz ines, with 96 percent 
of the high and medium groups and 100 percent of the low group · report­
ing. 
Farm meetings were reported by 87 percent of al l producers. 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































may indicate that much of the ,,information exchanged concerning dairy 
managemen t wa s through variou s meeting s that dairymen are interested 
in such a s ,  D. H. I .  A. Meeting s ,  A .  B .  A .  Meeting s ,  farm tour s and 
field day s . 
The largest difference noted in Table LXV III were those report­
ing information received from news letter s. Nine ty -two per cent of the 
high producer s received information from newsletters a s  compared to 
on ly 64 percent for the low group. 
I t  i s  interes ting to note that three of the source s of informa ­
tion were les s  frequently �ntioned by a l l  three group s ,  namely "radio , "  
''weekly newspaper s , "  and "te levision . "  
VI. DEGREE TO WHICH INTERVIEWER WAS FAMILIAR 
WITH DAIRY SITIJATION 
Table LXIX revea l s  tha t the interviewer wa s "very familiar " 
with 99  percent of the dairy situations .  Sixty-eigh t percen t of the 
high producer s were included in this group , compared with 84 percen t 
for the medium group and 68 percent f or the l ow  grou p .  
VII .  PRODUCER S ' NEED FOR INCREASING A '!TENTION 
TO MANAGEMENT OF HERD 
In Table LXX, it wil l  be no ted tha t , in the interviewer' s opinion , 
100 percent of the Grade A dairymen "should pay more a ttention° to the 
managemen t detai l s  of their dairy herd s .  
TABIE LXIX 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MARSHALL COUN'IY DAI RYMEN I NTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND WW PRODUCERS BY DEGREE TO WHICH I NTERVI EWER 
WAS FAMI LIAR WITII THE DAIRY SI TUATI ONS OF 
THE RES PONDENTS * 
De gree to 
Which I nte r-
viewe r Knew Al 1 D a iryme n High Me d ium Low 
1 2 9  
Da iry S itu- I nte rviewe d Produce r s  Pr oducer s  Produce r s  
at ion No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Ve ry f amil iar 5 5  7 3  1 7  68 2 1  84 1 7  68 
F a ir ly f ami l ia r  1 9  2 6  8 32 4 1 6  7 2 8  
Not ve ry 
famil iar  1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Not fami l iar  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tot a l  7 5  100 2 5  100  2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Pe rce nts a re rounde d to ne are s t  who le numbe r . 
TAB LE DOC 
NUMBERS AND PERCEN'IS OF ALL MARSHALL COUN'IY DAI RYMEN I NTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDI UM AND J..IJ.,,J PRODUCERS WHO SHOUID , IN THE 
I NTERVIEWER 'S  OPI NI ON , PAY MORE ATTENTION TO THE . 
MANAGEMENT OF THEI R DAIRY HERD* 
Attention Pa id A l l  D a irymen High Med ium Low 
1 30 
to Management Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
of Da iry Herd No . % No . % No . % No. % 
Should pay more 
attent ion 75  100 2 5  �00 2 5  100 2 5  100 
Should not pay 
more attent ion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tota l 7 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
* 
Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY 
What are some of the factors that influen ce Grade A dairymen 
to adopt recommended dairy management practices? A random sample of 
75  of the 129 Grade A dairymen in Marshall County who produced milk 
throughout 1963 were asked for certain in formation in a personal 
interview that might help to an swer this question . 
Other studies reviewed disclosed that farmers tend to be at 
differen t stages in the adoption process at differen t times with rela­
tion to a given recommended practice or grou p of practices, an d that 
they may be in fluenced to proceed toward actual acceptance and use of 
said practices accordin gly . The more advan ced the stage, the greater 
the value of personal contact . Recogn izing this fact, efforts were 
made to try to identify people and in formation media with which the 
respondents had been in con tact during the previous year o 
Also, each producer was asked what he "liked" an d "dislikedu 
most about Grade A milk production o They were fu rther asked to sel ect 
and rank the most importan t 3 reasons from a group of 10, as to why 
Grade A dairymen in general do not adopt recommended practices o In 
addition, they were given an opportunity to add other reasons .  
The 7 5  Grade A dairymen were divided into high, medium and low 
groups (25  dairymen : in each) according to average per cow butterfat 
sales in 1963 an d the factors influencing the dairy management practice 
1 3 1  
adoption of these groups were considered based on data obtained from 
the personal interviews . 
I .  REVIEW OF FINDINGS 
In summarizing the information concerning factors : influencing 
management practice adoption of Grade A dairymen in Marshall County , 
the following findings seem relevant: 
1 .  Of the things liked most by Grade A dairymen , "the regular 
income , "  was rated first by 91 percent of the dairymen (88 percent of 
the high and 92 percent of the low producers) 
2 .  "Confinement" was the greatest dislike mentioned and was 
reported by almost one -half (44 percent) of the dairyment ( 5 6  percent 
of the high and 24 percent of the low producers) 
3 .  Respondents felt that , in general , Marshall County Grade A 
dairymen most often do not adopt recommended producti on practices 
because of the "lack of suitable facilities" (81 percent reporting) , 
"cost of practices outweighs possible benefits" (61  percen t reporting ) 
and "don ' t have technical knowledge needed" (45 percent reporting ) 
4. Ninety-nine percent of the Marshall County dairymen indi­
cated that they sought advice from various individuals , high producers 
preferring to �eek , in order ,  advice from "a neighbor or friend , "  
"local veterinarian , 0 "health department sanitarian , "  "county agent" 
and "D. H .  I. A. Supervisor , "  while low producers sought advice most 
from the "local veterinarian , "  0neighbor or friend , "  "health department 
1.33 
sani tar ion" and "D. H. I.  A .  Supervisor" in that order. 
5. Nearly all producers ( 97 percent) indicated that they received 
information from some mass or group contact , including , in descending 
order , farm magazines , farm meetings , commercial feed company bulletins , 
newsletters , university bulletins and publications , daily newspapers , 
field days , television , radio and weekly newspapers , high producers 
reporting more such controls than low 
6. In the interviewer 's  opinion , all Marshall County dairyman 
had room for improvement and should therefore have been paying more 
attention to the management of their dairy herds. 
II. IMPLICATIONS 
The Agricultural Extension educational program with Grade A milk 
producers in Marshall County could be strengthened based on the informa­
tion obtained from the study. The following are some factors that should 
be considered in the planning and conduct of a dairy educational program: 
1. Most dairymen liked the regular income derived from Grade A 
milk  production , alth ough most di sliked the confinement ; therefore , it 
may be assumed that the majority is interested in maximizing their in-
comes 
2.  The three main reasons given by respondents as to why Grade 
A dairymen often do not adopt recommended dairy production practices 
should be given careful consideration when planning for Extension 
teaching 
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� - Marshall County dairymen depend on various sources of manage­
ment information , and all possible media should be utilized to enco urage 
recomrrended practice adoption 
4 .  Selected information from this and the two related studies 
should be made available to all Grade A dairymen 
5. The dairymen might help select a committee to a s si st the 
Extension staff in planning a long-range dairy improvemen t program 
based on the survey findings and other relevant data o 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONS FOR THE INTERVIEWER TO ANSWER (Not in interview) 
Name of Respondent 
--------------------------
Address  County Number 
------------- ------ -----
Date 
46. Pound s of milk sold last year Percent B. F .  Test 
---- -----
Average bacterial count last year 
----------------
47 . All people do not adopt practices at the same time. About where 
would you place the respondent with respect to adopting new 
recommended dairy practices? 
a. Among the first few 
---
b. Soon after the first few 
48 . Is the respondent 
a. Man 
---
c .  Sooner than the average __ 
d. A little later than most 
e. Among the last few ____ _ 
· b .  Woman 
---
49 . Interest of respondent in improv ing hi s dairy management (In inter­
viewer ' s  judgement) 
a. Very interested c .  Indifferent 
---
b .  Somewhat interested d. Not interested 
---





b. Somewhat friendly 
---
d .  Antagonistic 
----
51. Should the respondent pay more attention to management of hi s dairy 
herd in light of his situation? 
a. Yes 
---
b. No c .  Uncertain 
----
52 . How well do you kn ow the respondent? 
a. Very well __ _ 
b. Fairly well 
---
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c .  Not very well __ _ 




53. HCM familiar are you with the respondent 's dairy situation? 
a .  Very familiar 
---
c .  Not very familiar 
---
b. Fairly familiar 
---
d. Not familiar 
54 . If very or fairly familiar with their dairy situation , how would 
you rate the present condition and value of his dairy herd? 
a. Excellent c. Fair 
---- ----
b. Good d. Poor 
------- ----
THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE , UNIVERSilY OF TENNESSEE 
Knoxville , Tennes see 
TENNESSEE GRADE "A" DAIRYING SURVEY 
INTRODUCTION :  I am helping with a survey that is be ing made by the Uni­
vers ity of Tenne ssee . The purpose is to obta in informa tion to use in 
planning programs helpful to G rade "A" da irymen . The answers you give 
will be added to those given by othe r  da irymen who are be ing interv iewed 
in this county and other parts of the s tate to get a comple te picture of 
the da iry s ituation . Could I have a little of your time to go over the se 
questions ?  
1 .  Tot al acre s in farm Cropland acre s 
2 .  
3 .  
Ma jor - occupation of the respondent 
a .  Full-t i.me farmer e .  
b . Part-t ime fa rmer___ f .  
c .  Bus ines s ( specif� g .  
� - Profe s s ional ( specify)_ h .  
-----
. Wage earner 
Housewife or widow · 
Re tired 
Other ( specify) __ 
I s  da irying your ma jor s ource of income? 
a .  Ye s b .  No 
4 .  I f  your answe r  t o  question 3 above is NO , what is  your ma jor source 
of income ? 
5 .  Would you ple ase complete this sentence?  (Hand re spondent card . ) 
"The thing I like most  about G rade "A" da iry product ion is 
-----
TO THE INTERVI EWER: If the re spondent · mentions more than one thing , write 
down all of them , and ask  him "which. is mos t  important?" Then under·score 
it . 
6 .  Would you please comple te this sentence? (Hand re spondent card . ) 
"The thing I dislike mos t about Grade "A" dairy production is  
----
'ID nm INTERVIEWER : I f  the re spondent mentions more th�n one thing , write 




7 .  We ha ve l isted on the se cards some re asons why Grade "A" da iry farme rs 
do not adopt re commended da iry production practice s .  (Hand re spondent 
set of cards . )  Now , here is what we wou ld l ike you to do : 
a .  Please look through a l l of the card s ; re ad each one ; and pick out 
the three cards that show why you be l ieve Grade "A" da iry farmers 
do not use better produ ction pra ctices . Afte r you have se le cted 
the three cards , ple ase hand me the re st . 
b .  Now , these three re asons are not of the s ame importance ; so ple a se 
go through them and de cide which one is probably of most importance . 
Ple a se give me the numbe r on the ba ck of the card . Al so , ple a se 
















Are there any other reasons why you be l ie ve Grade "A" da iry farme rs 
do not adopt re commended da iry production pra ctices?  
'ID THE INTERVI EWER : The purpose of this ne xt que stion is to  find out if 
the re spondent--
( ! )  is aware of certa in re commended pra ctices  
( 2 )  is inte re sted in us ing them 
( 3) ha s tried them 
(4) is still  us ing them , or wil l use them when the need arise s 
(5 ) and his re asons for never try ing the pra ctice s , or for not us ing them 
after trying them . 
INTERVI EWER hand each card to re spondent separate ly after saying : "I ha ve 
here a set of ca rds . On each card is a da iry production pra ctice . Would 
you re ad each card and te l l  me whether or not you have . tried that practice?. , 
(Che ck Ye s or No in the "Has Tried" co lumn be low . ) 
In his reply , the re spondent may also  answer the other four po ints . If 
not , inte rviewer wil l a sk - appropriate questions to obta in the answers . 
Che ck in appropriate co lumns be low .  
8 .  Recommended Da iry Produc-
tion Practice s 
( 1 ) Us ing artificia l in-
seminat ion in the 
breeding of 50'/o or 
more of your cows 
(exclude he ifers ) 
Re ad or 
Heard of 
Ye s No 
( a )  ( b) 
I s  Us ing 
Inter- or 
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ested In Wil l Use Ha s Tried 
Ye s No Yes No Yes No 
(c) (d )  ( e )  ( f) (g )  (h )  
i .  Re asons for never  try ing practice OR not using after trying 
( 2 ) Breeding each bul l  to I• 1• I I I a bul l  of same breed ---- --- --------------- · 
i .  Re asons for � try ing practice OR not us ing after  try ing 
( 3) Having a ba s is for 
we ighing feed and 
grain according to pro­
duction with specia l 
attention to a s sure 
that high producers 
receive enough gra in 
( i . e . , 1 - 3  or 1 -4)  
i .  Reasons for never try ing pract ice OR not using after try ing 
(4)  Providing an adequate 
I I I I I I I I I 
( 6-8 tons annual ly per 
cow) supply of s ilage 
(when fed with hay )  
i .  Rea sons for never try ing practice OR not us ing after trying 
( 5 ) Providing high qua l ity 
s il age (i . e . ,  corn cut 
in dent stage , a lfa lfa 
in early bloom stage 
and gra s se s  in boot 
stage ) 
i .  Re asons for never try ing practice OR not us ing after . try ing 
( 6) Providing enough 
roughage ( 2½ lb .  
of  hay equiva lent 
pe r cwt . of body 
we ight da ily) by 
supplementing silage 
with hay (1-2 tons 




( a )  ( b) 
Inte r-
ested In 
Ye s No 




Wil l  Use Ha s Tr ied 
Yes No Ye s No 
( e ) (f)  ( g ) (h)  
i .  Reasons for � try ing pra ctice OR not using afte r try ing 
( 7 )  Providing high qual ity 
hay ( i . e . , a lfa lfa cut 
at  bud to 1/1 0  bloom 
stage , grasses and 
sma l l  gra ins in boot 
stage ) 
i .  Reasons for neve r try ing practice OR not using afte r trying 
(8) Providing hay and/or 
s ilage when cows are 
on pasture I I I I I I I I I 
i .  Re a sons for neve r try ing practice OR not us ing afte r trying 
( 9 )  Provid ing an adequate 
amount ( 1 -2 acres pe r  
cow) of improved pa s ­
ture (e . g . , orcha rd 
grass and l ad ino) 
i .  Re a sons for neve r trying practice OR not using after trying 
( 1 0) Providing sufficient 
summer pasture (1/4 
to 1/2 A . pe r cow) I I I I I I I I 
i .  Re asons for -� try ing practice OR not using afte r trying 
( 1 1 ) Keeping adequate milk 
production records on 
a per cow basis (i . e . ,  
D • H • I .  R • , D • H • I .A . , 












Will Use Has Tried 
Yes No Ye s No 
(e ) ( f )  (g)  ( h) 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using after trying 
( 1 2 )  Raising at least 75% 
of all herd replace­
ments I I I I I I I I I 
i .  Reasons for - � trying practice OR not using after trying 
average of sixty days 
( 1 3) Annually providing an 
I I I I I I I pe r cow for dry period ,__ _____________________ ___, 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using afte r trying 
( 14)  Maintaining a 1 2-14 
I I I I 'I I I 
month ca lving period 
for each cow in the 
he rd 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using afte r trying 
I 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice or· not using after trying 
i .  Rea sons  for never trying practice OR not using after trying 
( 1 7 )  Vaccinating a l l  ca lves 
( at 4-1 0 months of 
age ) for brucellos is , 
bl ackleg , etc .  
Re ad or 
Heard of 
Yes No 








Wil l Use Has Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
( e )  (f)  ( g ) (h) 
i .  Re asons for neve r try ing practice OR not using after trying 
( 18) Keeping adequate herd 
records 
( a )  Ca lv ing 
(b)  Hea l th 
( c) He at 
i .  Reasons for never trying pra ctice OR not using after try ing 
( 1 9 )  Using a strip cup on 
e ach cow before each 
milking I I I I I I I I I 
i .  Re asons for never try ing practice OR not using after trying 
( 20 )  Having a routine check 
made (every 6 mo . )  of 
milking system as to 
recommended vacuum 
leve l and pulsation 
rate (varies with 
manufacturer) 
I 
i .  Re asons for never try ing practice OR not using after try ing 
( 21 ) Providing separate 
I I I I I I I I I 
feeding and loafing 
areas for the milking 
herd 
i .  Reasons for never try ing practice O R  not us ing after trying 
( 22 )  Systematica l ly using 
a recommended method 
of fly control around 









(c) (d)  
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Is Us ing 
or 
Will  Use Ha s Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
( e )  (f)  ( g )  ( h) 
i .  Re asons for never trying practice OR not using afte r trying 
ii . 'ID INTERVI EWER : If recommended method is used , expla�n the 
system mentioned : 
----------------------
( 2 3) Getting the advice of 
I I I I I I I I :I professiona l da iry workers 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR not us ing after trying 
9 .  During the pa st year , have you talked  with anyone about the manage­
ment of your da iry herd? 
a .  Yes b .  No 
'ID THE INTERVIEWER : If No , skip to question 1 1 . If  Yes , a sk que s tion 
10 first . 
10 . With whom have you talked? (Check one or more of the fol lowing . 
If respondent gives names , write them a t  the side and check l ist 
later . )  
a .  County agent 
b .  Extens ion da iryman 
c .  Local veterinarian __ _ 
d .  D .H . I .A .  supe rviso_r 
__ 
e .  A . B .A .  technician ---
f .  Vo-Ag te acher 
g .  M ilk plant fie ld man 
h .  Feed dea ler or sa lesmail 
i .  Banker or PCA representative 
j .  Ne ighbor or friend (0th.er 
da iryman) 
k .  Hea lth department sanitarian 
1 .  Other (specify) 
------
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1 1 . From which of the following other sources did you rece ive informa­
t ion useful in the management of your da iry herd dur ing the past 
yea r? 
a .  Univ . bulletins and publications 
b .  Commercial (feed company) bulletins 
c .  Farm magazine s 
d .  Da ily newspape� 
.e . Weekly newspapers_ 
f .  Radio 
g .  Television 
h .  Fa rm meet ings 
i .  Field days and tours 
j .  Newsletters 
--
12 . What was the highes t  grade level that you comple ted? (Circle one ) 
0 1 2 345 67 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 2 3 4 Bachelor ' s  Maste r ' s  Doctor ' s  
None Grade Sch . H .  s .  Col . Underg . Degree . Degree Degree 
1 3 .  Age of respondent? 
a .  Under 25  d .  45-54 
b .  25- 34 e .  55- 64--
c .  35-44 f .  65 ornior'e · 
14 . Wha t plans do you have for the future management of your dairy herd? 
( Including 2 3  practice s  listed earl ier plus any others ment ioned . )  
1 5 . ( If  re spondent says he ha s no plans in question 14 above , a sk why not . )  
1 5 .  Wha t land use system d id you follow last ye a r? 
Crop 
Corn (gra in) 
Corn (silage ) 




















Upland Yie ld 
D ispos ition 
Used Sold 
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1 7 . How many da iry anima l s  in each of the fol lowing cl a s s if icat ions d id 
you have l a st  ye ar? 
Tota l Regis tered Grade 
a .  Da iry cows milked 
b.  Da iry he ifers ove r 1 ye ar of age 
c .  Da iry he ife rs under 1 year  of age 
d . Da iry bu 1 1  s 
1 8 .  How many da iry anima ls  in each of th e cla s s if icat ions did you h ave 
in the fol lowing breeds? (Che ck with ques tion 17 to see tota l s  are 
the same . )  
B reed 
'a:""Brown Swis s  
b .  Guernsey 
c.  Hol s te in 
d .  Je rsey 
e .  O the r 
(please spe cify) 
Numbe r of Cows 
Regis . Grade 
---
Numbe r of He ife rs 
Regis . Grade 
--- ---
Number of Bul l s  
Regis . Grade 
---
19 . Do you now have more , the  same or fewer  da iry cows than you had l a st 
ye ar? 
a .  More i .  How many 
b .  Same i .  Why? 
c .  Fewer i .  How many 
2 0 .  How do you breed your he ifers ? 
a .  Artificial ly -----
more? ii . Why? 
fewe r? ii . Why? 
b. Na tura lly ___ _ 
2 1 .  What  type bull  do you use on your he ifers?  
a .  Da iry b .  Beef ---- -----
22 . What type of bul l  do you use on your cows? 
a .  Da iry ---- b .  Bee f  -----
2 3 .  What  pe rcent prote in do you use in your da iry ration? 
a .  12% b. 14% c .  16% d .  18% e .  Other ( spe cify) __ 
24 . Do you mix your own concent rate s? 
a .  Ye s b .  Some c .  No 
----
1 5 1  
TO INTERVIEWER :  If t he  answe r t o  quest ion 2 4  above was Yes , skip 
to ques tion 26 .  If the answer was Some or · No , a s k  question 2 5 .  
2 5 .  I f  you do not mix your own con centra tes , how do you provide for 
them? 
2 6 .  Do you grind your hay? a .  Yes b .  No 
TO INTERVIEWER : If the answer to question 26 above was Yes , ask 
quest ion 27 . If answer was No , s kip to 28 .  
27 . Please expla in how hay is ground and fed . 
2 8 .  Wha t  type of hay do you usually feed? 
a .  Legume __ _ b .  Grass 
29 .  How do you supply salt and minerals? 
--------------
c .  Legume-grass __ _ 
a .  Mix in ra tion b .  Supply t hem free cho ice 
c .  Other (specif� -----------
30 . Wha t source (s)  of water do you have for your herq? 
a .  Drinking cups in ba rn 
c .  Wa ter outside ba rn 
b .  Other water in ba rn 
d .  Pond e .  stream 
-----
31 . If  you have a pond , wha t  dis tance is it from the ba rn? yds . -----
32 . I f  you have a stream , what  distance is it from the ba rn? yds . ----
33 . Wha t  type of milking se t-up do you have? 
a .  Stanch ion b .  Elevated stall c .  Other (specify) ----
34 . Do you h ave a bulk tank? 
a .  Yes b .  No 
35 . If y_pu have a bulk tank·, what is its capacity? gallons -----
36 . Do you have a pipel ine system? a .  Yes b .  No 
37 . If you do h ave a pipeline system , does it include a workable weigh­
ing device? 
a .  Yes b .  No 
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'IO INTERVI EWER : If the answer to question 3 7  was Yes , ask question 
38 . If No , skip to question 39 be low.  
38 . Do you use the we ighing device? 
a .  Yes b .  No If not , why not? 
-------------
39 . How 'much loafing barn area  do you have for each cow? ( in sq . ft . )  
40 . 
a .  Under 30 e .  60- 69 
b .  30- 39 f . 7 0  or above 
--
c .  40-49 g .  Box (free ) stal ls 
--
d .  50-59 
Do you have a s ilo? a .  Yes b .  No 
'IO INTERVI EWER : If the answer to question 40 is Yes , ask question 
41 . If No , skip to question 42 . 
41 . What type (s)  of s il o (s)  do you have? What s ize ? What type of cover 
to you use ? 
Type of Cover 




42 . Who does the milking? 
a .  Owner b. Tenant c. Other (ple ase specify ) __ 
43 . If pe rson other than owner milks , how is he paid? 
a .  Percentage __ b .  Sa l ary __ c .  Combina tion (specify ) 
---
44 . (OPTIONAL ) Approximate ly what was your tota l ( gross ) family income 
last yea_r? (Hand card to respondent and ask him to se l ect a category . ) O  
a .  0-1999  i .  1 6 , 000-1 7 , 99 9  --
2 , 000- 3 , 999  __ 18 , 000-19 , 99 9  b .  j . 
c .  4 , 000- 5 , 999  __ k .  20 , 000-21 , 9 99== 
d .  6 , 000- 7 , 99 9  __ 1 .  22 , 000-2 3 , 999  __ 
e .  8 , 000-9 , 999  __ m .  24 , 000-25 , 99 9  __ 
f .  1 0 , 000-11 , 99 9  __ n .  2 6 , 000-29 , 99 9  
g .  1 2 , 000-1 3 , 999  o .  30 , 000-49 , 99 9== 
--
h .  14 , 000-1 5 , 999 p .  50 , 000-99 , 99 9  __ 
--
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45 . How would you rate the present cond it ion and va lue of your d� iry 
herd? 
a .  Excellent c .  Fair 
b .  Good d .  Poor 
Name of Respondent ----------------------------
Address County 
D a te 
--------------- --------
Tenure Status 
Number 
------------

